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ABSTRACT 

The experiences of the Ful;dac%n para Id Aplicaci6n v Erwrianza de la Ciencias (FUNDhEC:i 
from its inception in i974 up to mid-1982 are dewibed. During these year- FUNDAEC developed a 
rural university asan institution oflearninp, for!!w inhabitants oi Nort-drl Ca~a, a rut al region near 
the ciw oi C&i in Colombia. Thetasks of the rural university have been defined in terms of a series of 
learning processes which are to be set in motion in all :he villages OS the region. These learning 
processes iall into three main categories, the development of human resources, the appiication of 
sciace. and the strengthening of community structures. At the heart of the strategies of the rural 
university has been an ed?lcational ~,rogram to endow the regiozi with a pyramid of workers in rural 
well-bring: engineers. tei:micians. and promoters. The details of the very successful edurational 
innovatiun that made xc&rated learning possible for the youth are discussed in these pages. The 
experiw~es o! the students and their pmfessors tni ,wtting in motion learning processes, especially 
thox roncerrwd with alternatiw production systems. assoriatlons for produrtion, propagation of 
technology. and mari.&ng w~i:ems, are also described in detail. 

Cettepublication passeen revue les r&lisationsde la Fundaci6n para la Aplicaci6n y Enseiianza 
de las Ciencihr IFUNDAEC) depuis sa c&lion. en 1974. iusqu’au milieu de I’annPe 1981. Ainsi. la 
FUNDAEC a mis SW pied we universit6 rurale pour les habitan!s de la region de Norte del Cwca, 
pr& de Cali, en Colombie. Lt mandat de l’universite est de mettre en oeuvre, dam tow les villages 
de la +gion. divers programmes d’etudes dam trois domaines principaux : d&eloppement des 
res~ources bumaiors, application de la scienceet renforcementdes ~troctwe~ cnmmtinautaires. On 
retw~ve. au cent:e ties strat6gies de I’universit6 rurale, on programme d’education v&ant la 
formation d? travai!ieur;qui rontribueront au bienG!tredes populations rurales : ing&ieurs, techni- 
ciens e, promoteurs. Ce prog:anme innovateur qui a permis d la jeunesse de faire un apprentissage 
rapide a conw beaucoup de SK&. II eat pr&ent6 en details darts cette publication. mmme le soot 
les expliriences des &udiats et des enseignants dam la mise en oeuvre de processus d’appren- 
tissage, wrtoot ceux qui touciwnt les noweaux syst6me, de production. ler coop&atives de 
production, la diffusion de la technologie et les syst&nes de commercialisation. 

:-!; :rabain de>-.:>; I err+- as expwiencias que desde SIX comienzos en 1974 hasta mediados de 1982 
1 ;. :nido ia Fundaci6n para ia Aplicacidn y Ensetianra de lx Ciencias (FUNDAEC). Durante estos 
.ries, FVNDAECd~sarrollriu~~uuniversidadrural quesirvecomoinstituci6ndeaprendizajepara 105 
habitan!es &I Norte del Cauca, una zona rural cercana a la ciudad de Cali, en Colombia. Las tareas 
de la universidad rural implican poner en marcha una serie de procesos de aprendizaje en todas las 
aldeas de la regidn. Ejtos procesos de aprendiraje abarcan tres categorias cent&s: desarrollo de 
rec~r~os humanos. aplicaciones de la ciencia y forlalecimiento de las ewucturas comunitarias. Las 
estrategias de :a universidad rural han tenido coma mira WI programa educative que dote a la regi6n 
[‘on una escala de trabaiadores para et birnestar rural. ingenieros. t&nicos y promotores. Lou 
detalles de la exitosa innovackin educativa que permiti el aprendizaje acelerado por pate de 10s 
j6venes son objeto de discusi6n en estas p6ginas. Tambien se deswben en detalle las experiencias 
que han tenido estudianter y profesores para poner en marcha Ios procesos de aprendizaie, 
espec:almente aquellos relacionadoscon los 5istemas alternativosde produccitwr. las asociaciones 
de produccGn, la difusi6n de tecnologfa y 10s sistemas de mercadeo. 
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FOREWORD 

Researchers are concerned that their results should be understood and used. 
Indeed, one of the most interesting debates concerning research in recent years 
has been the relationship between research and action to the point that it has 
resulted in a “subspecies” called, not inappropriately, “action research.” 
Although the experience of following tile debate has not been without its 
frustrations; two general !PSSOnS are now apparent. First, that to concentrate on 
action or on research and to exclude the other lea<!? tn an uqs::tisfactory 
understandingofthe development process and so limits any ..,.‘~lc’ ilnpact that 
1Y.e activity~ is likely to have. Second, research that is likcl.; 10 hti.. the greatest 
impact has to be framed with action and diffusion in milld from the beginning. 
These lessons have been learned after considerable expc,rience but are difficult 
to transfer from one institution to another. 

The value of Rural L’niversity is that it explains how one institution set about 
the task of transferring knowledge into action. There art few case studies to 
guide other institutions who wish to set about a similar activity and this study, 
written by one of the prime movers, will be helpful not only as an evaluation but 
also as a comparison for similar institutions. There are, to be sure, a number of 
special, possibly local, circumstances that account for the success of the Funda- 
ci6n para la .4piicacibn y Enserianza de las Ciencias (FUNDAEC) but among the 
more general lessons is the emphasis that education is not a static system but a 
process that evolves and changes. Learning, therefore, becomes the heart of the 
rjevelopment process and influences not only what is learned but how it is 
learned. FUNDAEC itself has changed during the course of its first 8 years and if 
this account is updated, as I hope it will be, we shall find that FUNDAEC has 
changed yet again. Learning and change become the method of understanding 
the development process of the community. 

The publication of this book by the International Development Research 
Centre not only illustrates the continued commitment by the Centrc iu rural 
experimentation but also represents a recognition of how much w’; have learn- 
ed, as an agency, from this particular research group. I know that I write for my 
colleagues in the Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Sciences and Social Sciences 
divisions as well as other parts of the Centre in expressing our admiration for 
FUNDAEC’s work and for the lessons in dedication and skill that they have 
shown us. Although the book represents a collective enterprise, it is fitting that it 
has been written by Farram Arbab who has taught so many of us to look at rural 
communities in a new and productive way. We hope that in sponsoring this book 
others will learn of and from this interesting development experiment. 

A.D. Till&t 
Associate Director, Science, Technology and Energy Policy 
Social Sciences Division 
International Development Research Centre 



PREFACE 

This is the account of an experience in rural education 2nd development to 
which many people have contributed over a period of about a decade. i-he small 
group that participated in the entire program from the beginning was formed 
between 1974 and 1976, although three of us, all professors of phvsics at the 
Universidad del Valle in Cali, Colombia, had been discussing some of the 
educationa! ideas wrth a grouo of our studen. rssince1971. Duringthe 196Os, the 
Universidad del Valle had enjoyed a great deal of supper! especially from the 
Rockefeller Founaation as one of the universities around the world to become a 
model institution to lead regional development. In 1971, student movements 
suddenly interrupted what seemed to be a very successful process of institution 
btii!ding and the entire model came under criticism. It did not seem to us, 
however, that the ensuing debate went beyond superficial analysis of social 
factors or ever touched the profound crisis in the basic assumptions of educa- 
tion, whether in natural or social sciences, medicine or engineering, the arts or 
the humanit&. Although some of the conversation of the groups involved in the 
controversy centred around the conditions of the masses, we felt that the 
connection between uniwrsity crisis and the irre!evance of the conten! of the 
educational system to the life of the poor was seldom examined with clarity. We 
decided, then, to become intensely involved in the processes of community life 
in a nearby rural region and search for the content and the form of “education for 
deve!opmen!.” The Rockefeller Foundation agreed to support our first efforts to 
create a private foundation, FUNDAEC, to consolidate our group, and to begin 
certain educational programs. Fundacion para la Education Superior (FES) was 
the first Colombian institution to offer us help. Later on, a number of other 
agencies, International Development Research Centre(lDRC), the Interamerican 
Foundation, PrivateAgenciesCollaboratingTogether(PACT), Volunteers in Tech- 
nical Assistance (VITA), Appropriate Technology International, as well as the 
Colombian Ministries of Education, Agriculture, and Planning, contributed to 
the expansion of FUNDAEC and the consolidation of its work in Norte del Cauca 
where all of its activities during the first 7 years were concentrated. Expanded 
activities brought new talent to our group among whom we should at least 
mention Jaime Millan, lairo Roldan, Carmen lnez Camboa, Ana Gonzalez, 
Enrique Castellanos, Roberto Hernandez, Alan Fryback, and Gabriel Carras- 
quilla. 

The experience described in the next pages only takes us to the middle of 
1982, when FUNDAEC was in the midst of a process of autoevaluation, transi- 
tion, and expansion to other regions. Since then, many of i:s plans have met with 
further success and have confirmed the optimism with which this account was 
written. The description presented here does not have the characteristics of a 
research report and undoubtedly reflects the biases and the emotions of a group 
that has tried to describe its experience as objectively as the nature of its activities 
permits. We hope that other groups involved in similarendeavours will find this 



presentation useful and that it will serve to draw the attention of concerned 
individuab and institutions to the urgent need for the reexamination of the 
concepts of rural development prevalent during the past few decades. 

‘The people who formed the core of the FUNDAEC group during the period 
treated in this book were Albert0 Alzate, Farrarn Arbab, Gustave Correa, 
Edmund0 Gutierrez, Martin Prager, and Francis de Valcarcel. One of us was 
chosen to v&e this account but, of course, everyone contributed to its content. 

Farzam Arbab 
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THE PHILOSOPHY 

FUNDAEC (Fundacion par.3 la Aplicacion y Enserianra de las Ciencias) was 
created in 1974 by a small group of professors from the Universidad del Valle in 
Colombia at a time when the role of education in development was being 
critically quesiioned throughout the university. During the late 60s and early 
70s. it was becoming i.lcreasingly evident that development, defined mostly in 
terms of indust:ia!ization, was failing many of its basic objectives and was nat 
improving the living conditions of tr,e vast majority of the inhabitants of the 
developing countries. Traditional indicators, such as the gross national product, 
measured growth but said little about the w,ell-being of the poor; in spite of 
economic advances in many countries, the conditions of the majority as far as 
health, nutrition, housing, and real income were concerned, had not improved 
appreciably and, in many cases, seemed to have worsened. It was repeatedly 
stated that development had created two separate sectors in the developing 
countries - a small modern sector, living the lifestyle of the industrialized 
nations with the same values, cultural patterns and aspirations, and a traditional 
sector, mostly rural or in the process of migration to the urban slums, dedicating 
all of its efforts to subsistence: food, clothing, and shelter. 

Researchers were contemplating projects that would work more dir-ectly with 
the community and the results of which would be measured by indicators of the 
well-beingofthe population of a region. Concern with the well-beingof specific 
communities, and an understanding ofthe problems they faced, had an effect on 
the composition of research action groups, which immediately became inter- 
disciplinary and turned their attention to multisectoral actions. Within a multi- 
sectoral approach to development, education was gaining in importance, 
especially as a support for other activities. Nonformal education was spreading 
widely, although its merits were often exaggerated. 

Integrated Action 

A number of interdisciplinary groups were created in Colombia during this 
saine period. Those concerned with rural life argued that rural development 
projects should go beyond traditiona, r inierventions in technical assistance, 
credit, and marketing, and should a!so seek solutions to the problems of health, 
shelter, education, and community organization. The need for integrated action 
was evident from a number of experiences: health care programs had been 
forced to consider nutrition, and were soon involved in production; literacy 
programs had been Ted into community organization, and from there into 
heaith, housing, and agriculture; production projects found their economic 
goals difficult to reach unless actions from other sectors were also included. 

The interdisciplinary groups formed during this period went through many 
initial difficulties related to the lack of understanding among disciptines and 



institutions. A common philosophy was not easy to achieve, and, even v.h::: 
agreement had apparently been reached, time and again it would break down as 
each sector tried to absorb more resources for its civn agencies and plans of 
action. Many groups never passed this initial ordeal, but a few that survived 
succeeded in demonstrating some of the merits of integrated plans for develop- 
ment. In fact, enough excitement was generated in Colombia to lead to the 
adoption of a large-scaie, integrated, rural-development project by the govern- 
ment in its plan to close the gap between the modern and traditional sectors. 

The small group of professors who later established FUNDAEC participated in 
an interdisciplinary group at the Universidad del Valle and familiarized them- 
selveswith theworkof a numberof similargroups. Asvalid as theeffortsofthese 
groups vverewithin an overall plan of development, they seemed only to present 
a better organization of the modern sector in order to study and understand the 
poor and, hopefully, offer them a few improved services. Multisectoral actions 
from the top, even when successfully carried out, at best give partial solutions to 
the basic problems of development. Coordinating agencies and bringing disci- 
plines together are essential but far more important are plans organized from the 
standpoint of the inhabitants of a region arod meaningful, significant participa- 
tion of the people in their own processes of development. 

Two Essential Elements of Participation 

Concern with community participation is not new, and many development 
projects have incorporated its principles to some extent. Feedback, contribution 
is labour and kind, involvement in the detection of needs, and formulation of 
plans are examples of prevalent views on community participation. The 
orginators ot FUNDAEC, however, tended to examine participation more within 
the context of the institutional capacities of a population and the organization of 
their common learning than in terms of the methods of dealing with segments of 
the population. ~. 

The group recognized that the differences in conditions of then modern and 
tradit;onai sectors in Coiombia go beyond simple disparity in economic capac- 
ity. The modern sector includes a large number of institutions that allow it access 
to political power, to information, capital, and credit, as well as technology and 
technical assistance. In the rural areas, little administrative structure exists. The 
channels for the flow of resources and information seem to end at the interface 
between the two sectors. Even the more successful development projects have 
had to manage their resources through th, institutions of the modern sector and 
tailor tfneir actions according to ihe structure of these institutions, which have 
experience in working only with successful farmers with large tracts of land. The 
full scope of the structural differences between the lifestyles of the two sectors is 
only slowly and painfully being recognized by these institutions. Thus, with a 
few exceptions, extension is planned according to the schemes successful with 
the large farmers, whose needs for assistance are specific, who can progress 
independently of their neighbours, who are usua!ly better educated and have 
access to many sources of information, and whose net production at a given 
harvest is not necessarily crucial to other aspects of their lives such as the 
education of their children or the health care of their families. Largeholders have 
access to more than one source of credit, can sell their products to more than a 
single buyer, and often have investments in the marketing system. In all, they 
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participate direct!; or indirectly in a number of institutions from which they can 
choose a variety of services. 

Far different are the conditions ot tile small farmers. They need both basic 
education a,nd speciiic technical assistance. Their only capital is their sma!l- 
holding, which does not attract credit from different sources. Their hopes for 
credit depend on the whims ofofficial agents who visit them occasionally. There 
is little or no infrastructure on their farms and technological advances they may 
be aware of are not accessib!e to them. Their inability to choose sources of 
technical assistance, credit, and markets means that they must buy and sell at 
prices beyond their control. Above al!, their destiny is inextricably tied to that of 
their neighbours; their village has to progress, to be educated, to have access to 
information, credit and technical assistance, and to develop its own viable 
organizdtion. 

The originators of FUNDAEC, thus, saw that the population’s role would 
ultimately have to be defined in terms of gradual development of its institutions 
and organization. Most development efforts include some institunonal dewlop- 
ment in their plans, often for the improvement of government services, for the 
organization of group production or marketing, or for channeling political 
pressure teward or against the existing government structure. 

For FUNDAEC’s creators, however, a second essential element of participa- 
tion, almost as important as organization, was knowledge. How could a rural 
people claim to be in charge of their own development if they had no access to 
knowledge so easily available to other sectors, if they did not learn systematically 
from their own experiences. and if they did not participate in the generation, as 
well as the application, of knowledge accumulated at a global level? They 
perceived their first task, then, as the organization of learning and the first 
institution as one that provided education -an education almost equivalent to 
development itself. In fact, FUNDAEC was created to be such an institution, to 
become more than a school or university in the traditional sense and to involve 
itself in all’aspects of community life, in an effort to bring knowledge to bear on 
the problems of rural development, examining them alwavs from the point of 
view of the inhabitants of the regions it served. 

The hwtitution 

The institu:ion that has evolved during near:y a decade has been called a rura! 
university because of the level of its capacities, but, in fact, the word “univer- 
sity,” with its traditional connotation, does not adequately describe the role that 
is assigned to it and the nature of the processes in which it is involved. Not only is 
this rural university concerned with education at all levels, but its role in the 
development of the region differs markedly from that of most institutions of 
higher learning. Many people believe that the educational sector contributes to 
development by providing individuals with specific skills and knowledge; they 
assume that somehow the existence of such individuals will by itself bring about 
development and give a country the capacity to maintain its pace. The institution 
described here, on the other hand, considers its main objective to be the search 
for strategies for development of the region it is to serve; training programs, the 
nature of which must necessarily change over time, are only components of the 
overall strategies. (In fact, FUNDAEC’s rural university consisted of about 15 
professors-investigators and some 30 students during its first 6 years. Only later 
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did the student population grow to several hundred as educational programs 
were established in many villages by graduates.) Some of the underlying princi- * 
pies and characteristics of the rural university are: 

l rrs professors and graduates make a consistent and continuous effort !o 
develcp an institution that belongs tu the people of a rural regron and try to 
understand development from the;,- point of view. As a result, they avoid the 
danger of considering deve!opment as a product that is handed out to a people 
through a series of projects and interventions; they become more concerned 
with the lcngterm. Although many processes are set in motion through interven- 
tions from outside, they must finally be managed by individuals and institutions 
of the region itself. Within this context, the participation of the population is not 
considered a mere methodology of community action but inherent to drvelop- 
men!. 

o The members look ior resources from outside the region in agcncres and 
t .ugrams in chargeoieducational~~. health service, credit, extension, research, 
or the development of inirasiructure, and try to attra;r them to the region. They 
take upon themselves the task of integrating the efforts of these institutions at the 
village level, a ta:~. that is essential e’ticn when integral plans are made at higher 
iwels. In fact, the\, devote a gre a: deal of effort to preparing local people 
themselves to coordinate such activities. In addition t:- integration of sectoral 
efforts, they tp’to provide continuity and permanence to the process ofdevelop- 
ment. Many development projects that have achieved a certain degree of 
success, upon termination, have left rural populationswith rapidly deteriorating 
conditions because of the region’s lack of institutions capable of providing and 
sustaining the actions. 

‘,, 



gradual development of the scientific and technological capacities of the rura! 
population. At present, research in the final adaptation of technologies is not 
carried out adequately because of the lack of institutions able to mediate 
between sophisticated internarronal and national centres and the grass-roots 
oiganizati~ions worki~ng with the traditional rector. The rural university is to fill this 
institutional gap and become an important element of the scheme for tech- 
nological research. 

Yet a third series of processes is related to the organization of the community. 
Organization, is conceived as more complex than simple group action and 
community projects. The whole structure of the community and the region, the 
services they offer, and the institutions and mechanisms that sustain social and 
economic activities at the village level are studied. Heavy emphasis is put on 
production, and channels for the flow of goods and marketing, for access to 
credit and the accumulation of capital, for the flow of information and tech- 
nological assistance (without which increase in production and income is not 
possible) are improved or newly established. Within the context of this third 
component, activities in production become linkrd to training and research in 
technology, as these invariably are concerned with production. 

o The total weight of development cannot be placed entirely on the shoulders 
oi the rural population. The members of the rural university try to avoid the 
danger of assuming thar the farmers by themselves can bring about a great deal of 
change. Even when all the necessary processes are in motion within a popula- 
tion, for decades to come, resources from outside the rural communities will 
have to be mobilized to fuel development. Although, as an institution, the rural 
university avoids political contention, it is clear, for example, that rural develop- 
ment is a meaningless concept if no land is available to the farmers. The existing 

tweet the modern and the traditional sectors - even when the 
wiSlissg to improve rural conditions - is such that intermediaries 

ti channel resources and make theoretical plans into operational 
pro&~rs and graduates of the rural university, therefore, take 

i~:~,~~r~~~iw~ara~g~~~asre8~leofbroker and trytoattract and channel the resourcesof 
~~s-M&*s: M~~BSBC k~‘ithoutsuch acCties. Ihe graduates of the training program 
VMM ir’ ksrn ~~bl- Me jio do, ,and many examples around the world show how 
rsS~tmrr;rr ~~ika;r ~+rtb+qurnt ~,~~~l,~(~rt~~iti~,~ for work and for bringing about 
BlaS2ra* BBiV+ l*,ql Peti irrr?ttf,rtm7 ,3rsd has accelerated migration from rural areas 10 
aaabiaw er,9laaE!%~ 
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l They see access to knowledge and participation in its generation as one of 
the most important elements of the process of development, and the lack of such 
access as a c~ondition that opens doors to oppression. The first step in a develop- 
ment effort should be education to increase the population’s capacity to use and 

d generate knowledge ior its social well-being. People require more than skills to 
in development; manuals that transfer know-how - how to apply fertil- 

to eive an injection-are based on the assumption that decisions 
to rural development will always be made outside the region. More 

to equip people with the capacity to participate in basic 
their welfare. An inherent premise of the rural university is that 

;i 
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+people are not the problem, as has been assumed in many development pro- 
? grams. but rather the resource for bringing about change. Contrary to current 
” conventional wisdom educational investment at higher levels within a rural 

$ population is more ef!icient than at tower levels if it sets in motion a dynamic 
process for the development of human resources at different levels according to 
regional requirements. 

. The educational system in Colombia, divided into levels with specific and 
inflexible functions, was designed in the modern sector to serve its perception of 
national interests. 66 rxoviding training in particular skills to some segments of 
the population and offering opportunities for intellectual development to others, 
the system reinforces the gap between the traditional and modern sectors. 
Present disciplines and professions similarly reflect a division of knowledge that 
evolved in response to the needs of the modern sector in Colombia and 
elsewhere. By concentrating on thedevelopment purposes in the rural areas, the 
members of the rural university try to free themselves from the educational 
legacy of the past. They begin their educational activities with the identification 
of the characteristics needed to develop human pottmtial for solving problems of 
the community at all levels. They then select thr knowledge relevant for these 
purposes and integrate it in new ways so that inrviduals can comprehend it at 
diiferent levels oi competence. Curricula are Jesigned for the rural peoples’ 
needs and, when necessary, new disciplines are created. A constant revision of 
the educational content to address changing conditions is a necessary part of the 
educational process that parallels the path ofdevelopment itself. By emphasizing 
the design of organization and content according to broad social purposes, the 
university 6ranscends the conventional categories oi formal, informal, and non- 
formal ~~~c,~6~~~: different educational approaches become complementary 
rarhrr than mutually exclusive. 

o The objecaives of the rural university are stated in terms of setting in motion 
and catalyzing processes within the rural population that in their totality would 
forma ii~saiasggrcpcersoidevelopment. Amongthese, threetypesof activitiesare 

:ia$ Am rtdnce and great t+ic,~t is made to I arry Iht~~ out Gmul- 

c,~erned with rbe r~~?~/e~r~i~~~~~t of human resources. The 
rams cover education at different levels. using iormal and 
and their basic concern is the whole slructure of personnel 



is simply that the transition into modern life is not proving to be as beneficial for 
N&e del Cauca as everyone has been claimin<?. Liir was probably not as good 
before as some tended to believe, but i/ has deteriorated and continues to do so 
at an alarming rate. 

The Families 

A look at one family in the region is worthwhile. The Zapata Abonia family 
consists of nine people-the parents, five ‘children, and two grandchildren - 
and exemplifies the life of the local inhabitants. Don Alfonso, the father, is 50 
years old. He was born and raised in La Arrobleda, has attained 3rd year 
elementary school, and has spent most of his time farming his own land. A few 
days dweek, he earns extra money working on other farms, cleaning, preparing 
the land, or weeding. 

Doria Edelmira is the mother of the family. She is 44 years old and has, like her 
husband, studied to the 3rd year of elementary school. She was born and grew 
up in San Rafael, which she left to marry don Alfonso. Along with housekeeping, 
she has always worked on the farm. At present, however, due to problems she 
has had with varices, she can only attend to a few animals, 15 chickens, 5 hens, 
and 2 pigs. 

Their eldest daughter, Carmen, IS 23 years old and works as a maid in Cali. 
With part of what she earns (3000 pesos/month), she pays for some of the 
expenses of her two children whom she has left in La Arrobleda with her parents. 
Ricardo is 7 years old and Luz Elena is 5. This coming year Carmen will send 
Ricardo to school. Carmen, herself, has studied up to the 1st year of high school 
and also kr-ws how to sew. Every 2 weeks, Carmen comes home to visit her 
family with 1000 pesos and some groceries. (In December 1980, when this 
description was written, the exchange rate was about 50 pesos/US$l.) 

The eldest son, Hqo, is 20 years old. Likedon Alfonso, he works on the farm 
and outside. usually on the sugarcane plantations. He earns 180 pesos/day and 
works XI average of 10 days a month. Hugo completed 2 years of high school 
traveling to Puerto Tejada every day. 

Lucila is 86 and is studying in the 2nd year oi high school in Caloto where she* 
lives with hea aunat., She comes home on weckc:nds, supplying fruit, eggs, and. 
~j~~~~~~~~~?s, a chickrw to help wifh llre cxpwwi. Wlwrr I.uc~i1.1 is at homr>, &b 
ij~~:ldi,~sld~~~~i&ojR~r iarl~~c~t#,tlri/irr#tll~~c ~wwmiiy. At p~twnl, rflc~i40~~;~1tti~irl~~ 
.e~wpraaistaarg *bra ‘EqIR&In f frr fiw Vll!*t);t-, lliw,.r~> 111.11 4l~~w,11~f4 LO iinislr hcgh 

v Yud iwd ga;atta- a c .~wev in Irtultla cdw or etluc~ation. 

ikab~a& as& L& ~Ebonso, I 3 and 12 years old, are in the 5th and Jib grades in 
t~~~~~~~~~~~v +chayol of the village. They stay at Rome periodically to help their 
pxents with the, farm work when they feel they are needed. In general, the 

tkm are in good health. 

The&p&t Abonia fanriiy owns the home in which they live, which is 100 mr 
ana$ c~onsis&+ of three rrxxns besides a living room and a dining room. One of the 
re,,toma i$ being sa~+d for storatq: and the other two are bedrooms. The house is 

the rno( is t&f. ~Thc! floor of the dining room, living room, and the 
ha&Is t+ c~ome: wtcr. wkv~~~s tk- ikvrr tri ~htl rest of the housr~ is earth. ‘The bousc has 
@,L”rl w~b$8l&r** .h ‘EU i %I g: ,I, WifldOW in cwry r(1um. Th(’ /J“fiOS cover ‘111 
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areaof m”. Thewaterjar, alwayscovered. is kept in the kitchen. The pigpen is 
located 6 m away from the residential building and is tin with an “etemit” roof. 
Beside it isa piweofcanvas used in thedrying of cocoa and coffee. Constructed 
4 years ago, thebathroom is 20 m away from the house. It has brick walls but still 
lacks a floor arxl a roof. The cover is tin and is unstable. The water well, which is 
7 m deep and has a diameter of 80 cm, is 25 m away from the house. It is kept 
covered except when the family, using a bucket, withdraws water. The well dries 
up during the summer. 

The family owns two shovels, a hoe, a machete, and a cart, all of which are 
kept in the storage room. Currently, the chickens sleep in the storage room, but, 
don Alfonso is considering building a chicken shelter when the harvesi is sold. 
The property owned by this family comprises two half-plazas (one plaza = 6400 
m’) in La Arrobleda and one half-plaza in San Rafael. Don Alfonso inherited the 
land in La Arrobleda from his parents, and the piece in .Jan Rafael belongs to 
doiia Edelmira. The family grows corn,, field beans, and soybeans on one half- 
plaza in La Arrobleda, rotating the crops every 6 months. 

The other half-plaza in La Arrobleda is reelted to a machinery owner in 
exchange for land preparation of the family p!ot once every semester. The land in 
San Rafael is a finca where cocoa, coffee. and some fruit trees are grown. 

Annual production is corn, 4 bags of 5 arrobas (1 arroba = ca 12 kg); beans, 
4.5 bags of 5 arrobas; soybean, 9 bags of 6 arrobas; cocoa, about 7 kg per 
harvest (two:year); and coffee, about 2 arrobas per harvest (also two harvests/ 
year). Besides what the family consumes, the finca produces a few hundred 
oranges/year, about 200 guavas, 50 avocadoes, and 200 maracuy6s. 

Like the majority or :he families of the region, the Zapata Abonias wish to 
move forward. How is not clear. They want their children to finish high school 
and keep their love for the farm so that some at least continue to produce food. 

Dotia Edelmira, according to her doctor, needs an operation for her varices. It 
is the only way she can resume farmwork. Lucila and Hugo’s aspirations have to 
do with studying. At present, Hugo is interested in the courses offered by 
FUN EC and has started working with the Turd! engineer of his zone. tie plans 
to it, a study group with the youth oi the v~il,,ge who, like himself, want to 
srdv but h&%? nc%w had the ~,tl~~(:~rtL)fljtv to cl0 so. 

An~.~dia~n. v&b will iiiki*h clemrerrl 3- a I y sclwol his year. is thinking aboul errtcr- 
‘gh hw8 in C&to. Cknren wmdd like to see the establishment of a 
sgimerl or wmeth similar in the village. She wants her children to learn 

m*re ~~~~~~~ new met s. Where she works in Cali, she has seen how much 
childreew p.mger than s can [earn in these schools. 

aveonecommon, immediategoal: to improve the house. More than 
ey wish to fix the bathroom and enlarge the well. They believe that, 

when they resume control of the piece of land they have rented out, they can 
improve the house and their farm in San Rafael. Don Alfonso has made contacts 
to uire a loan from the Caja Agraria through which he hopes to be able to 

V ce some crops on the land. 

ut the family is thinking not only of itself. They also have dreams for their 
~~rn~~~~ty. They would like to see the village more united to accomplish 
common goals. They also believe, from their few contacts with FUNDAEC, that 
the existence of an engineer in rural well-being can change things in their 
village. 
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THE REGION AND PEOPLE 

Not too many years ago, the Cauca Valley was considered a vast reserve of 
incomparable fauna and flora, so rich in beauty that the liberator Simon Bolivar 
*‘as impelled to call it an earthly paradise. The travelers of the 17th century 
referred to it as the place where nature revealed the magnificence of its prodigy 
and the magic of its palette. A contemporary historian said: “Fragrant and 
crystalline, the Cauca Valley excites the senses; the soft contrast produced by 
ligh! in its paradisical state, its refreshing breezes, the changing voice of its 
fountains, the potentiality of its low lands, its springtime sun, the emeraldine 
shine of its vegetation turn this land into an immense reserve of love and peace, 
of magical, crystalline and impalpable waters. This palpitating watercolor is one 
of the most beautiful outlays of God.” 

None del Cauca is at the southern end of the large Cauca Valley, 250 km long 
and 1540 km wide. The valley extends from Cartago to Caloto and is sur- 
rounded by theoccidental and central branchesofthe Andean mountains. Norte 
dei Cauca consists of six municipalities - Caloto, Corinto, Miranda, Padilla, 
Puerto Tejada, and Santander de Quilichao. FUNDAEC has concentrated its 
efforts on these municipalities which lie in 100 000 ha of flat land or early 
foothills of the mountain range. The area is 1000-1100 m above sea level and 
receives an average yearly rainfall of 1000 mm. 

Like so many rural areas of the world, Norte del Cauca is changing, and like 
most developing societies, is an ambiguous combination of contrasts: poverty 
and wealth. order and irregularity, continuity and instability, integration and 
disintegration, peace and frustration. It is another example of a society surviving 
in the empty space between the traditional and the so-called modern world, its 
inlrabitanls~~sla~Ba~ in the dilemma br~wren what is and what ought to he. While 
fighting the constant batttc? for survival and for change without loss t,rf identity. 
thev trp? to ~~?~~~~~?r how it wa’r and ask themselves what they would like to 

any prefer to reside in the vague past: “When 1 was growing up, 
ner. Here, everyone owned a farm and a house. One could raise 
. We had all the food we needed, and one’s neighbours did not 

have to 541. toor the one who had enough would share. But the rich came and 
uy everything. Soon they starred to knock down, knock down, and 

knock down the iarrns. Here, we will not have any food left. Everything will be 
finished, everything.” Others, more hopeful, try to choose a way out. Although 
the way is not clear, they all have in mind the common idea of “becoming 
somebody.” Maybe, the way to win and stop this constant battle is to study, to 
find a job, or best of all to own a large enough piece of land where one can grow 
one’s own food and be productive. 

“Becoming somebody” is the way most often chosen by the youth of the 
region. They spend their time switching between temporary jobs and studying. 
For most, being able to produce on one’s land is a farfetched dream. The 



inhabitants of Norte del Cauca continue with the processes necessary for their 
survival, while a series of forces from within and outside constantly influences 
their lives and, most of the time, limits their choices and opportunities. 

Onesurh force has been the rapid growth of the sugar industry. Theexpansion 
of sugarrane plantations has graclually left a great number of farmers without 
land. wealthy landowners have persistently bought the land from the small 
farmers: “And so the sugarcane owners came here.. When someone said ‘I am 
tired of living in these lands; the farm produces nothing; my neighbour is taking 
the water away.’ the agents would call the sugarcane owners, buy the land rigtrr 
away, and begin to cultivate sugarcane.... Others, who h,ad always had their 
farms, their little houses, and some money saved in the banks, would say .I won’t 
sell: I have no reason to sell’.... But you should remember that in this country we 
had the violencia..~.” 

Over the past decades, this shift in land tenure has meant a continuous change 
in the occupation of the population, the change from farmer to farm worker. The 
landless iarmers have been forced to search for work in the sugarcane industries, 
selling their labourcuttingcane, sometimeson land originaliy belonging to their 
own iamities. fans oi those who find employment in the industries, however, 
do not possess the characteristics of the modern industrial worker. The sugarcane 
t,‘utters are contracted on a temporary basis through intermediaries and thus 
receive low salaries with no rights to insurance or social security benefits. When 
their contract ends, they have to search for a new way of survival. 

Bccacr:? oithe lack of opportunities and the great force of poveny, the people 
of Norte de! Cauca have become a transitory population in a state of constant 
temporary migration to the city. Those with more stability are the farmers who 
own iinc-as. where they usually plant cofiee, cocoa, and plantain. There are also 
those who have permanent emplovment in the sugarcane industries or in large 
haciendas dedicated to raising cattle. The rest are in a constant search for jobs in 
the nearby cities, mainly in Cali and Popayan, and may even go as far as the 
eastern plains oi Colombia for months or years. 

Agricultural production in None del Cauca can thus be divided into three 
general categories. The first, in conjunction with agroindustry, mainly consists of 
sugarcane, soya, sorghum, rice, corn, and beans. Animal production on a large 
scale also exists in haciendas. The second type of production is that of the small 
farmers who grow coffee, cocoa, plantain, fruit trees, and perhaps some beans, 
corn, and cassava. The technology used in these farms is not adequate, and the 
leyet of production is low. The third kind of production is of families who try to 
produce some food for themselves and occasional marketing. Here each family 
owns 20-25 animals-chickens, turkeys, pigs, or ducks. These animals usually 
do not bring profits to the farmers, but, along with a handful of different plants, 
offer the family some cash and food in times of need. 

The villages of Norte del Cauca are not self-sufficient units of production, and 
their population consistsufproducersof primary materials, mostly for the benefit 
of the modern sector. The residents of these villages are highly dependent on the 
existing markets in the nearby cities for the sale of their products and the 
purchaseofnecessities. The region is by no means the idealized rural area where 
civilization, with all its assumed benefits has not yet been able to reach; its 
inhabitants are integrated into the life of modern Colombia, especially the 
conmerceand thelsbourmarket underthe influenceofthe nearbycityofcali. It 
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The Students 

CuacherG, with about 3000 people, is one of the larger villages of Norte del 
Cauca. There, on a hot afternoon late in 1974, two of the founders of FUNDAEC 
sat in the large living room ofdoria Edelmira with a groupof lo-15 young people 
talking about the new educational program they planned to start in the region. 
They had done little to attract the youth: one of the group had simply gone to the 
village a few days before, had mentioned the ideas to a few young people, and 
had asked them to arrange a meeting. 

The professors explained that they wanted to measure the degree of difficulty 
of some of the materials being designed. The subject chosen was mathematics, 
and, since no one in the group had ever studied algebra or worked with the 
concept of equations, that is where the professors began. The idea was to teach 
each group new concepts and see how quickly they learned. Ihe presentation 
went like this: 

Suppose that you want to find out how many girls are in a given 
group. Someone te!ls you that there are three boys in a group of 10. 
How man’y girls are there? 

Suppose that you want to know how much space you have along a 
wall without doors and windows. You measure the length of thedoot 
and rhe window together and it turns out to be 3 m&es. You know 
that the length of the room is 10 metres. How much of the wall is free? 

You want to know how much you spent today. You search in your 
pocket and find 3 pesos and you remember starting with 10. How 
much did you spend? 

Now these are very simple questions and you all quickly gave the 
answers. But let us think a little: can you see any similarity among 
there problems? Would it be right to say that they were all the same 
orublem? Actually there is a way to summarize all we have said by 
writing what is called an equation, in this case, x -. 3 = 10. 

Normally, the professors would have continued conversing with the grol;p 
along these lines, would have given them examples of difl?rent equations, and 
would have asked them to give their solutions. Everyone would do equally well 
untii asked whether a + 3 = 10 and x + 3 = 10 were the same equatinr.. Then, 
thedifferent capacitiesforabstraction would begin toemerge, and by increasing 
the degrees of generalization, the professors would slowly develop a feeling of 
the mathematical aptitude of each member of the group. On this occasion, 
however. there was a surprise in store. Right after the concept of an equation was 
introduced, three newcomers joined the group. The professors asked whether 
someone wouid explain what had been discussed. Parmenides volunteered and 
proceeded to use different situations, different numbers, and different symbols 
to describe what he had just learned. 

Parmenides was 17 years old and, many years earlier, had been suspended 
from primary school for his temperament. He had never finished primary 
school, nor had he participated in any courses or programs of formal or informal 
education. He was working at the time as an agricultural labourer on a small 
farm near Cuachene. He was selected for FUNDAEC’s program. 

Selection, however, was based not only on mathematical aptitude but also on 
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other capacities and attitudes related to learning in general and to service to the 
community. Each group interviewed had its own surprises, and FlJNDAEC’s 
organizers knew that the students represented a rich mine of talents, and that 
they were embarking on an exciting ed uca!ional Ficperience. 

That the professors had to select a small group of students was, in a certain 
sense, irrelevant to their basic assumptions about education. In an appropriate 
educational atmosphere, everyone learns, although at different paces and with 
different intensities. The professors recognized that there were hundreds of 
youth who could go through the intensive educational experience with success. 
They undertook careful sextion in response to many factors - among them, 
their resources and the desire to prove that youth from a rural community could 
quickly reach high levels of proficiency in a totally different education system. 
They wanted to make a point: all through their contacts with well-meaning 
development groups, they had consistently perceived an air of doubt about the 
reai capacitiesofthe poor, especially those living in the rural area. Said in many 
subtle ways, or simply implicit in the way activities were planned and carried 
out, there was always the implication that poverty was more than the lack of 
material means. Whether because of malnutrition, lack of stimulus, or cultural 
iactors. the poor were being treated by development personnel as if they were 
less intelligent when compared with the rest of humanity. The professors of 
FUNDAEC wanted to establish a different experience and to present the world 
with a different statement. Parmenides as well as the other students involved in 
FUNDAEC may never have received a full daily requirement of protein as 
recommended by iashionable theories or the kind of stimulus available through 
the educational-technology business; yet, they have certainly proved to be 
inteliectually developed young adults and dispel the image of the poor farmer 
whose life has to be planned and managed by the mole privileged members of 
the human race. 



INVESTlNG IN HUMAN RESOURCES 

III 1974, duringearlydeliberationson thenatureoftheeducational aimsof the 
rural university, it became evident that the skills, instruments, and disciplines of 
traditional universities were nqt directly applicable to the conditions of the rural 
areas: they addressed a reality oiother societies and other historical situations, 
with careers and proiessions being chosen on the basis of academic tradition 
ratherthan ananalysisofsocial needs. FUNDAEC’sfoundersfelt that the natural, 
all-embracing structure of knowledge had been obscured by its division into 
disciplines, each of which had developed its own social concepts and ideology. 
The single-discipline approach to rural development was clearly coun- 
terproductive, a?:!, to the professors of FUNDAEC, a superficial interdisciplin- 
ary style did not seem to constitute an alternative. 

TheioundersofFUNDAEC had loc!iaith in traditional rural training and in the 
attempts at curriculum reiorm within the existing structure of disciplines. They 
begar to envision, as the first and most central responsibility of the rural 
univerGty, the establishment of long-term research and action through which 
one -ould constantly identify related problems and opportunities in the region, 
establish thecharacteristicsof the human resourcescapabieofconfrontingthese 
problems. and design and teach curricula for the development of the necessary 
personnel. They decided that FUNDAEC’s programs and correspondingcurricu- 
la would change as the population advanced along its path of development and 
would help to shape, at any given moment, the human resources according to 
the best available knowledge of social needs. They also decided that social 
needs would be identified in the context of a constant starch for new insights 
into human nature and aspiration and not in terms oi theoretical models of 
preconceived political systems. The educational programs would not be util- 
itarian in nature but would address fundamental intellectual and spiritual issues, 
not only of a single individuai but also of a community. 

This approach eventually led to a program for the training of individuals at 
three levels - promoter, technician, and engineer in rural well-being - capa- 
ble of working directly with rural families and able to coordinate the efforts of 
different sectors to ensure integrated rural development. It involves a tutorial 
program for the training of promoters at the village level, a combination of 
formal school and a tutorial program for technicians, and a formal 3-year 
program plusat least a year of supervised residence in a villageforthe training of 
engineers. However, the activities initiated in 1974 did not involve the first two 
ievejs anti concentrated on the education of a first group of engineers, who 
together with their professors, would Ia!er set in motion the different develop- 
ment processes in !he villages, including the gradual formation of the pyramid of 
workers in rural well-being. 

The task of creating an institution of higher learning within a rural area clearly 
could not follow traditional academic concepts. In most rural regions, it is 



difficult to find sufficient numbers of high-school graduates, and the low quality 
of the few existing secondary schools makes attending a university. for the vast 
majority of the youth, an unrealistic dredm. To have waited for a total reform of 
primary and secondary schools before higher education could become accessi- 
ble to the rural population would have contradicted the desire to break away 
from the increasing tendency of programs to offer rural populations nothing 
more than skills to carry out technical instructions. The challenge was to 
establish a dynamic, educational process different from the rigidly structured 
primary, secondary, and university education. The professors saw this as a 
possibility if a numberof youth could be helped todevelop, quickly, someof the 
capabilities of a university student. 

An ana!ysis of the existing educational system convinced the FUNDAEC 
proiessors that an innovative, preparatory program could be designed to help 
selected youth with special aptitudes, regardless of their schooling, to reach 
university level in about 2 years. That enough rural youths with the desired 
aptitudes existed to justify a program of this nature was a hypothesis that the 
experience of the next few years amply supported. The age group of the students 
with which the professors would work is one of the most disoriented and easily 
discouraged. and thetaskofturningsomeof itsmembers intotheiirstcatalystsof 
change was laden with difficulties. However, rdther than concentrating on easier 
goals. they decided a rural university should begin by confronting this basic 
challenge oi rural education. 

Bv Ma)! 1975.26 men and women, aged 16-23 had been selected on the basis 
oi their learning abilities. In spite of the fact that some of them had previously 
completed only 4th year primary education, they demonstrated, in the next few 
years, an enormous capacity to learn the content of the courses. Independent of 
what the iuture holds for FUNDAEC in the development of the region, there is a 
consensus among the participants that the educational program has been suc- 
cessiul and has oifered a most exciting and fruitful learning experience. 

The decision to create a profrram for the training of a new professional, the 
engineer in rurai well-being, was based on the professors’ view of the pos- 
sibilities for social change rather than as a response to the labour market. In fact, 
the mode of operation of the future graduates and their possible sources of 
income were to be defined as FUNDAEC succeeded in setting in motion a series 
of development processes within the population of the region. Under these 
circumstances, io describe the desired characteristics of ihe graduate and to 
establish the corresponding educational objectives represented a difficult chal- 
lenge. Task anaiysis has often been used to determine the objectives of training 
courses, but it is a method more suited to reform of curricula of existing careers. 
WNDAEC’s cl-eators intended to do far more than reform; they hoped to 
developa newfieldofaction, searchingforthecontentofa truly rural ed.Jcation. 

Faced with the inapplicability of current methods of curriculum design, the 
group finally decided to define the curriculum by general category only, con- 
CentratinE on the creation of content as we!I as objectives through a series of 
consecuti\‘e approximations. They felt the recent fashion oidefining educational 
activities in terms of narrow and precise objectives, in general, was unsuitable 
for their endeavour: the learning could not be rigidly programed. The professors 
wanted to avoid iimiting, a priori, the capacities of the students; quite often, at 
the end of an activity, they confronted the students with situations as yet beyond 
their learning capacity and knowledge. Years of teaching experience had shown 
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the FUNDAEC proiessors how their conventional university students, 
accustomed to comfortable definiiions and well defined situations, were at a 
total loss when conironting the complexities oi the sc’arch for new knowledge or 
when looking ior solutions to problems under real conditions. Besides, the 
FU NDAEC: proic%ors WC’W process minded and were rebelling against what 
they rxxidered lo be undue emphasis on hypotheses and objectives - the 
narrow interpretation of the methods of science. They were determined to pay 
attention to the art oi teaching as well as the science of education. 

To define the general categories and divisions oi the desired curriculum, the 
professors began by analyzing the con!ent of thp Colombian educational system 
and examined exic’ing texts, especially those widely used in the high schools. 
Their iindings convinced them that the system, in addition to being socially 
irrelevant. was iailing its pedagogical objectives as well. The educational pro- 
gram’s goal> were to endow student: with appropriate concepts, skills, capabili- 
tiilc, and attitudes, as well as to impart facts and information. The existing system 
had seeminglv concentrated on presenting a succession of facts and formulas 
and had succeeded in developing, at best, a few useful skills in the students. The 
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FUNDAEC professors decided, then. to structurr the new curricula in terms of 
concepts and capabilities rather than simple skills .Ind information. In fact, they 
overemphasized concepts during the first years, with the resultant criticism that 
“philosophers of rtirai well-being” (probably s ropcctablc profession in its own 
right) were being trained rather than practical workers. The curriculum was then 
revised to gain a more desirable ba~,:,ce between facts, skills, and concepts. 

The professors finally agreed that the concepts and capabilities necessary for a 
generalist worker in rural well-being fell into five basic categories: mathematics, 
sciences. language, crafts and technology, and service to the community. The 
categories do not cover the whole spectrum of possible human capabilities bet 
the rural engineer was to be only one of the professionals working for the 
improvement of rural well-being. 

The FUNDAEC curriculum evolved but never changed its emphasis: the in- 
depth understanding and development of the students’ attitudes and capabili- 
ties. The reward was highly accelerated learning by the students. Many educa- 
tional programs, including modern attempts at reform, lack this emphasis and 
are a symptom of the gradual disappearance of the human being as the basic 
concern of planners and planning offices. Hundreds of vague indices and 
numbers. measuring input, output, and efficiency, can be registered on paper 
and tapes; machines can be made to do things and increase the efficiency of a 
system; but attitudes and capabilities have to be developed in human beings. 

Form and Content 

How to impart their educational message also concerned the professors. 
Educational technology was in vogue at the time, but the FUNDAEC group felt 
that there was too much emphasis on form rather than content. The textbooks 
used in ihe Colombian system had become more colourful during the previous 
decade. Convenient formulas and conclusions were presented in neatly 
arranged boxes on the appropriate pages. In schools of education, courses were 
being taught ir! the use of audiovisual gadgets, programing, and organizing time 
and space. Abow all, everyone was learning to formulate objwtives. The 
objectives that were being formulated were excellent and based on the most 
advanced educational theories, yet the message, the content of the educational 
material, con:iwed to be the same. There was no correspondence (and there is 
s!ill none) between the most impressive set of objectives for the education of 
chi!dren and youth and what is taught in the classrooms in Colombia. As far as 
rural education is concerned, the content is urban, dogmatic, fragmented, rigid, 
and superficiai. It dissociates the students from nature and the reality of their 
surroundings, includes few social, moral, and spiritual teachings, and contrib- 
utes little to the development of creativity. No matter how much technology is 
used in presenting this message, it continues to lead to rote learning, to super- 
ficiality? and to intellectual boredom. Within this context. it was imperative that 
FUNDAEC dedicate itself to the search for new content, even if the form 
continued to be traditional. 

Thedecision not to introduce many modem educational aids into the program 
was not a rejection of educational technology. The FUNDAEC group were not 
denying the usefulness of technology; they simply asserted that the form fo- 
lowed the content and was nat ; .,nd in itself. In fact, a!most a decade later, 
once the innovation in content has proved successful, FUNDAEC’s staff are 
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beginning to look ior technology to make thrir system ~more ciiirient and 
~~+3bk oi serving a larger ~~t~mber 0i studwts. 

The t~hanges in iorm tha! wrt~ brought JIXKII wtw nwdy rcl,wtl to the 
te,lci~in~~le,ll-nin!: experience itw!i. Thy WX~~II i0r a valid rural education 
implied changes in the rclatio&ips between many oi the elcmcnts of the 
educational svstcm ~ time, space, students, texhers, school, and the com- 
n;unity. For example. the relationship between the <tudents and the proiessors at 
FUNU,AEC was one oi co-workers embarked on an enterprise oi great impor- 
tance ~ the search ior the path oi devclopmcnt of their people ‘The student was 
Inot c~onsidel-ed an rmptv container to be iilled drop by drop but a mine of hidden 
talent:: ant! potential that needed to be discovered. perfected. and directed 
~c,\yarti the w:: Joe oi the community. The method of teaching, rcflcxted in the 
de+n oi textbooks, \vas one ot raising questions and trying to iind angers in an 
rltmo~phc~rt~ oi consultation l>et\\,ecn\ teachers and students. 

The p,incii,le oi p,lrticipatir~)n. w cxen!ial to the towept oi FUNDAEC. 
govrnetl tilc,e!luc,~tion,ll ,~ctivitiesaiwcll. Partic ipationwas treatedasa process 
to 1~~ ,\I lhiwi~ti 2s the studcnti dwelop their capacities. Dcmncrary for its own 
i.lht~ \~a> not gi\cn irwportanw The purpow was to incwrrse participation 
;\ithout dew\-in:: t!w special position oi the teat lher who ha3 access to much 
lnwre Ikno~~ieti~r~ I*; a speciiic iield than the students. The teacher’s roie was to 
giclc the studcr;is through the exploration oi knowledge. During this explora- 
tire. ctxkw!~ and teachers deiinitcly do not have equal status. Yet, the authority 
k t!louxht to be that of knowledge and not oi the person of the teacher, and 
everyone’ is taught that the ;wthority oi knowledge is not absolute either. 

The iiist step to xhieve participation is to romince the students that the 
\vei:ht oi the tc,:lt~hing-le,lrning experience is on their shoulders; they, not the 
teacher, 4~ould be the ac~tivragents. This is not an easy task in Colombia and. for 
wuth who have had contact with the educ~ational system, involves unlearning a 
n~lmber oi wgative a:titudes and cw~toms. The whole context oi FUNDAEC, 
howeve!; has proved to be extremely efiectivc in helping to achieve this iirst step. 
(~)nw ;I< hieved, this attitude allows studwts to move qtlicltly to active participa- 
rion in plan!~ing. elaboration oiichedulw supervision of activities, and revision 
r)i cuntcnt oi the courses. 

Integration 

Ia\ oi the principal characteristics of the efiorts of FUNDAEC in its iirst 
decade have been, in one way or another. related to the concept oi integration. 
In the earl\ wars, the group was trying to add new elements to the concept of 
integrated development; thus, in education, one of the central issues was 
integrated curricula. 

Attempts to treate integrated curricula were, oi course, not new and the 
proiewxi who established FUNDAEC were aware of many that t.suld be 
characterized as trying to bring together knowledge pcrizining to different but 
rela:ed rlict~iplines. In general, the approach has been to choose a discipline, an 
xtivity, or a theme a1~1 an axis around which a unit of instruction is prepared. The 
reasons ior this kind oi integration seem to be pedagogical and are based on 
aw~rtions impiying that a child Icarn~ mow if reality is presented in an integral 
ivw. that an integrated courst~ of science achiews more than one divided into 



separate disciplines. or that it is clearly bettcxr to teach &tory, geography, and 
other related subjects together. For FUNDAEC, the issue of integration was ~mow 
essentiai than its implications ior the enhan~cmcnt oi learning; it was ICI bc a key 
to wiving a number of conceptuai and practical problems. 

The division oi knowledge into disciplinc:s has been given undue importance 
in this period of human history marked with technological progress and increas- 
ing specialization. In a certain sense, the divis.i:)n into the present set of disci- 
plines is seen as inherent to knowledge itself, \\hich is deiined in terms of its 
iragments, as a sum of all the disciplines in n,wrai and sot~iaI sciences, arts and 
humanities. and professional fields such asengineeringor medicine. Yet, kncwl- 
edge is a bvhole and its division into disciplines is nothing more than a rewlt of 
the iiniteness of the human mind. The choice of divisions, however, is not a 
consequence oi pure human thought and meditation; it is strongly aifccted by 
ideology and social conditions. The way a Western university is organizeri in 
departments dealing with deiined disciplines rcflecis a style of liie. a social 
ideologv, and historical realities of a proplc, as well as being a convenient 
division oi knowledge to be grasped by individuals of different taients and 
inclinations. Therefore, when a population establishes such a structure ior its 
cdoc~ationa~ ~vstem, it is buying more than knowlrdgc; it is making deiinite 
statements about its iuture social organization. 

In practice. the Western structure oi specialized training is iacing a crisis as it 
tries to solve the problems oi the developing countries. The most conven!ional 
answerseemsto be thecreation oiinterdisciplinarygroups, theaddingofcxperts 
to iornl a wider iield oi exper:ise. As useful as this may be, it is only a partial step 
toward integration and is not ar, answer to the problems of the iragmcntation oi 
societies reilec:ed in their defective educational systems. 

The frontiers of disciplines, of course, are not fixed in materially advanced 
societies where modern university models are originating. When ;ww problems 
emerge, oiten new disciplines are created. However. seldom is the movement 
toward integration and qeneraliration. The tendency, with few exceptions, is 
toward roncentration on narrower and Inarrower problems and fields. At a 
philosophical level, one could argue against this tendency and relate it to some 
oi the evils oi modern society, but, at the time, the individuals forming FUN- 
DAEC were not concerned with such arguments: they were trying to idce 
concrete problems and issues. The curricula taught at the universities in Colom- 
bia - transplants irom universities in other countries - were not preparing 
individuals to be capable of solving the problems oi the small farmers or, for that 
matter, anv other section of the majority of the population of the country. The 
graduates of these universities were taught to function within a different society, 
which was prewmablv being built through the process oi modernization, but to 
which only a small m’inority could belong. To the organizers oi FUNDAEC, it 
was clear, then, that new curricula should not be developed from sums of 
disciplines oi professional programs designed for other social realities. 

The approach finally adopted was to give a broad meaning to the concept of 
integration in curriculum design: to define it as a process fusing relevant ele- 
ments from the universe of knowledge for programs of education with a definite 
and clear purpose. The purpose in itseifwas not to be based onlyon pedagogical 
considerations; the curriculum should be integrated to support a social purpose. - 
FUNDAEC was founded for the specific purposeof improving the well-being of 
local communities: the same purpose became the basic guide for curriculum 
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d me oi the yrcatrst shortcomings of educational programs is their inability to 
* practical and theoretical knowledge, to unite conceptual capaci- 
cific skills. Current education programs provide practical and 

manual skills for some, book-learning for others, training to carry out orders for 
the ~~~~~~~t~. and thecapacity to participate in planning and decision-making for 
the ‘ew The FUNDAEC concept was to maintain the interest of a student in skills 
such as raising chickens and learning plant and animal physiology, economic 
theorv, or thermodynamics. 

The program that evolved is a successful initial step in integrating theory and 
practice. The social purpose of the program and the constant reference to the 
real problems of the rural communities have helped to place things in perspec- 
tive. Prejudices and a false scale of prestige have slowly disappeared and a single 
purposeof learning what is needed to reach specific social goals has taken their 
place. 

Finally, the FUNDAEC founders were searching for a curriculum concerned 
with the students’ inner conditions because within the human soul social and 
moral disintegration is producing its most devastating effects. The sophisticated 
ierrninology being used in different disciplines to refer to human behaviour 
seemed to the FUNDAEC group to be an attempt to avoid facing an essential and 
old issue: are humans simply animals, full of selfish desires, whose behaviour is 
already determined by the laws of the material world? Or do they (we) possess a 
nature that, if developed, would free us from ego and bring forth noble charac- 
teristics? The two most cherished fruits of :he first vie!*: in this century have been 
the consumer society on the one hand, and slavery to the state under a total- 
itarian regime on the other. To rebel against these and identify FUNDAEC as a 
spiritual movement was easy but what this meant in practice was not so straight- 
forward if they wished to go beyond the level of customary rhetoric. 

In the field of education, human and moral development has been neglected; 
while hundreds of experiments have tried to discover how to teach a child a 
mathematical concept or a scientific fact, few have looked for educational 
activities that lead, for example, to integrity, social responsibility, or rectitude of 
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conduct. The rtions of existing curric~ula designed to edify human character 
contribute to fragmentation, as they separate the discourse on the inner condi- 
tionsof the ~~~~~v~~~~~.~~ from every other aspect of importance in life. Materialism, 
a most tarratic ,rnd intolerant religion, has continuously driven spiritual issues 
f.rrtber,rnd farther away irom the mainstream of intellectual activity. Education is 
materialistic tev!en in the case of some religious institutions), and educators have 
gtven lip serbsice to ‘human development” in isolated courses of dogma, ritual, 
or ethics. But, in most societies, propaganda is the strongest force shaping the 
human character, whether it comes from the producers of goods and services or 
from dominant pohrical parties. The community of educators, in its great zeal to 
become “scientific,” has been preoccupied with psychological games and the 
anolication oi sophisticated technology. 

In FUNDAEC, attempts were made to integrate spiritual concepts in the 
curriculum and a number of important lessons were learned. The curriculum 
that CVJS created did not include a course in religious dogma or its humanistic 
counterparts - ethics and social behaviour. Spirituality was treated as a state, 
in inner condition that should manifest itself in action, in everyday choices, in 
profound understanding of human nature, and in meaningful contributions to 
community life and !o society. It was to be integrated into every educational 
activity; every activity was to be a context for the clarification and application of 
its principles. It constituted the context for the entire edurational system. Within 
this context, service to the community became the practice of spirituality but 
was carried out in freedom. A concept that continuously gained in importance 
throughout the years was that of balance: for example, balance between person- 
at liberty and social obligation, between beingthe teacher of nature and living in 
harmony with it, between using natural resources and being concerned with 
their conservation. The balance between humanism and science -the physical 
and spiritual, rational and emotional - was to be the greatest chailenge, for it 
was the basic issue underlying the entire process of integration. Years later, 
outsideobserverswouldcredit FUNDAECwith havingfacedthischallengewell, 
but the original group, even more aware of the extent to which social and moral 
disintegration has advanced, would lt~ok at this aspect of their work with,,2 
feeling of impotence and bewilderment. 

Program of Rural Well-being 

When the first group of students entered the program, the FUNDAEC founders 
had formulated vague concepts that would take almost a decade to crystallize. 
They hoped their plan would work hut did not want to join the ranks of people 
who had entered the development game, created institutions, and survived 
using the eyer-worsening conditions of the poor as a rationale. They considered 
the 1st year of the program as cru.cial and said - probably too emotionally - 
that if the results were not unique, they would dissolve FUNDAEC immediately. 
They were relieved when, from the first months, the majority of students learned 
at a pace that surpassed expectations. 

With the second group of students, 2 years later, they paid even more attention 
to actions in the community, trying to determine the extent of their capabilities JS 
agents of change after 1 year of education at the rural university. They compared 
the students with agents of government programs, especially the health pro- 
meters who, in Colombia, received about 3 months of intensive training in 
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primary health care. They observed that their students could learn the skills of a 
health promoter without special training in FUNDAEC, and their understanding 
of the issues of community health was superior. The FUNDAEC students had the 
added advantage of understanding the issues of education, production, and 
community organization. Thus, the organizers seized upon the idea of training a 
promoter of rural well-being. 

Promoters 

Initially, they conceived the promoters as polivalent agents who could 
replace, for example, the health promoters within the government services. 
However, health promoters and other agents working at this level constitute a 
;,t:gligible portion of the population of a region, one or two people within each 
village. As the FUNDAEC group envisioned the promoters as the foundation - 
the first level of a pyramid - they wanted to reach a larger proportion of the 
young population. Basic education became the focus, preparing p.omoters 
within the context of universal education. No one can deny the right of children 
to learn to read and write, to carry out arithmetic operations, and to manage 
rudimentary information about nature and society. To these requirements of 
basic education, FUNDAEC added specific skills in agriculture, animal hus- 
bandry, industry, or even health or social work to enable the young villagers to 
earn a livelihood as well as to serve as a basic human resource for the develop- 
ment of the village. Promoters ceased to be looked upon as paid workers and 
came to be regarded as the product of a basic education. The Ministry of 
Education accepted the curriculum as equivalent to 2 years of high school, 
although some evaluators considered it closer to 3-4 years, and the organizers in 
the rural university began to experiment with methods to make this education 
available to an increasing number of young people throughout the region. 

The FUNDAEC group assigned values (points) to the concepts within each 
lesson, and the activities, skills, or abilities resulted in a total of 450 points 
required to complete the promoter course: service to the community 120, 
mathematics 75, science 70, technology 55, and language 130. The engineers 
enter into an explicit agreement with interested youth in a community to 
establish a number of teaching-learning activities according to the capabilities 
of the students and the time available for studying. Teaching-learning activities 
have ranged from formal classes with 15-20 students a few nights a week, to 
individual tutoring for students who advance rapidly and only need one session 
a week to discuss the material already studied. Even in the formal classes, 
attention is given to small groups that advance uniformly, and traditional ways of 
“givinga class” by the teacher are avoided. The students then advance according 
to their individual potential, accumulating points on a monthly basis. They 
receive credits in evaluations during weekend seminars by the professors of the 
rural university. The seminars maintain a flow of students through the system, 
with graduation of promoters at a rate of about 20 per cent of the total number of 
students per year. A few students finish the 2-year equivalent of high school in 1 
year; many advance at a slow pace. By definition, the system has few dropouts; 
the slow students require little from the system and the cost of maintaining them 
is negligible. FUNDAEC, throughout the years, has been criticized for the high 
cost of education of a rural engineer, mostly by hasty observers who divided all 
costs, including those of research and the development of texts, by the number 
of students. The cost of training a promoter in the tutorial system, including the 
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time of the engineers, the value of six textbook;, and the necessary administra- 
tion by the rural university with a student population of about 200, is about 
three-fourths of what the official system spends to send a student through the first 
2 years of high school. 

The Curricuium 

Students with high aptitudes can complete the promoter course in 1 year. The 
program tries to develop competence for specific actions and dedicates much 
effort to the development of basic capaci ies, which not only allow the students 
to continue their education at higher levels but also facilitate the move into the 
official educational system. 

In mathematics, students review arithmetic and learn to apply it. Theobject is 
to develop in them the capacity to work with numbers and quantitative state- 
ments and to instill in them a clear understanding of basic concepts. They study 
classification of plants and animafs as they review the concepts of sets; to 
practice addition and subtraction, they learn simple bookkeeping; they learn to 
measure and approximate as they review the structure of the decimal system; as 
they practice simple mathematical operations, they analyze data from expcri- 
ments in adaptation of technologies (such as the comparison of different diets for 
raising animals), and they study indices related to the health of a population as 
they study fractions. 

In language, the students read passages on subjects related to their future 
work. Some of these passages are transcripts from recordings made with the 
inhabitants of rural areas. Thus, while they improve their reading and com- 
prehension, they also acquire an understanding of the problems of communica- 
tion, as they analyze language and different modes of expression. Also in 
language, they begin a series called “Descriptions,” in which they systematize 
concepts and learn words and expressions to describe the world that surrounds 
them: objects, human beings and their qualities, systems, and social processes. 
They are asked to write descriptions of a few families while working jointly with 
them and analyzing their needs, their resources, and their aspirations. 

Science is not taught in the context of disciplines but through the study of 
systems and processes of nature. The students are guided through a sequence of 
scientific activities, choosing the systems they need to study to increase their 
understanding of a selected process, making observations, studying texts about 
the process, organizing their observations, experimenting, and making models 
to explain what they have learned. At this level, they study the changes in a 
population of an insect, vegetative growth (in a small field ofcorn and beans), the 
transfer of heat, the transformation of energy in a simple electrical circuit, and 
photosynthesis, 

Encouraging competence in skills of production is the approach taken for 
technology courses. For example, a series of lessons guides the students through 
the cultivation of small areas, with association and rotation of about five crops, 
as part of a larger diversified system. A second series of lessons is concerned with 
the promotion of simple techniques to improve the raising of chickens. 

Community service is concerned with diagnosing the conditions of rural 
families and identifying opportunities and resources. The students are expected 
to strengthen their relationships with a number of families in their village and to 
consult continually with them. Groups of lessons in class try to give the students 
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the concepts and instruments that facilitate consultation and observation. Simul- 
taneously, cert~airl skills and information, especially in health and education, are 
shared with the students, so that they do not become mere observers but can 
actually offer help with simple projects of literacy or health education. 
Throughout the course, health, technology, social services, the organization of 
production, small industries, marketing and the purchase of goods, the structure 
of organized groups, and education are studied as essential aspects of a total 
view of the village and its material culture. At the end, the students are asked to 
describe, in detail, their diagnosis as well as observations, consultation, and 
action. A review of the other tests during the last classes of this course permits an 
analysis of the possible application of the knowledge acquired by the promoter 
IO help improve the conditions of the village. 

Technicians 

Candidates - promoters - to become technicians continue their training 
following the same line of activities. For seler:ted students, this training lasts 2 
more years. In a nonformal system, time can be adjusted to the capacities of 
each student, and, within the official system, it is considered equivalent to the 
iast 4 years of a high-school program. The curriculum contains the same five 
basic areas of competence. In mathematics, a series of texts, always related to 
practical applications, helps the students reach a first course in calculus. In 
language, they read and continue “Descriptions, ” to increase their capacity to 
extract useful information, to observe, to describe, and to communicate. Sci- 
ence is also a continuation of earlier studies, and, by the last two units, they have 
begun studying university-level subjects. Their training in technology gives them 
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the skills to participate in projects and experiments, to look for solutions to the 
region’s technological needs in agriculture, animal husbandry, construction, or 
mechanical instruments. 

Community service expands into a more complex set of activities. It becomes 
organized into research-action-learning packages. For example, in a package 
concerned with environmental issues, the students analyze the state of sanita- 
tion in a village and relate it to the health status of its inhabitants. In a package 
called “Small units of production,” they begin small production projects with 
one or two families, apply their technical skills, and receive their first training in 
simple economics and community organization. Another package (called “Nor- 
mal development of a child”) teaches them educational and health concepts and 
helps them to carry out a number of educational projects with the village 
children. 

Engineers 

Technicians can go on to become engineers, with 3 additional years of formal 
education and 1 year of supervised residence in a village. Their curriculum 
includes two differerr*outiooks: they receive courses in specific disciplines, and, 
at the same time, courses that integrate knowledge and apply it to the problems 
of the vil’?ges. Research-action-learning packages in health and sanitation, 
education, production, and community organization are complemented by 
specific courses in related disciplines, training recognized to be equivalent to 
that of a university graduate. Their knowledge of agriculture should allow them 
to function effectively in finding solutions to the production problems of the 
small farmers. In addition, they can analyze the problems of community health 
and can mobilize resources for their solution. Moreover, they are on their way to 
becoming community organizers and educators. 

It is unrealistic to hopetnat noneof the youth participating in this program will 
be caught up in the process of migration from rural areas to the ~rities. Nor is it 
desirable to establish a program wiih the aim of lkeeping the young forcefully 
within one or another sector of society. However, it is important to note that for 
many youth the attractions of the city are not among the most important factors 
that lure them away from their villages. The lack of alternatives for work within 
programs that are fulfilling, on the other hand, is an essential reason for migra- 
tion. Therefore, the fact that the rural university goes beyond training individuals 
and tries to establish an integral development strategy becomes important. It is 
hoped that the actions of the university will lead to exciting work opportunities 
different from those of traditional leaders, village workers, or change agents. 
While collaborating with existing efforts, and even, when necessary, deriving 
part of their !ivelihood from government programs, these workers in rural well- 
being are taught to see themselves as belonging to the rural community itself, 
bringing resources and integrating efforts at the village level; they are expected 
to realize that their own fulfillment lies in the establishment of a widening 
community base for learning and participation. 
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APPLYING SCIENCE AND DISSEMINATING 
TECl-fNOLOGY 

From the first months of the rural university, choice of alternative technologies 
was a topic that occupied a position of special importance. A large number of 
technical needs were perceived from the mere contact with rural families, and 
known technologies, judged by their performance, were clearly inadequate. In 
agricultural production, during the first 3 years, FUNDAEC worked intensively 
with a few families ofthe region, first usingthe latest technical packages from the 
international and national research systems, and then following the conviction 
that the small farmers’ own iraditions were best for the specific environment. By 
1~77, humbled by its failures, it entered a stage of careful experimentation and 
reflection to build a less simplistic framework for future activities. 

The Concept 

The opinions that have guided FUNDAEC in its technological endeavours 
have varied between extremes - between those who argue that the necessary 
technology already exists or is being developed in interna!ional and national 
centres and only needs to be properly disseminated, and those who reject 
modern technology and try to seek solutions in the traditions of each rural 
region. Dependingon political ideology, theformereitheradvocatetotal change 
of the political system or ask that all resources be poured into strengthening the 
present structureofgovernment services, which, they assert, will bring modern- 
ization and the efficient use of modern technology to the villages. The latter, on 
the other hand, tend to romanticize the past and try fruitlessly to recuperate it. 
Between the extremes are many conceptions of appropriateness based on cost, 
participation, relationof labour and capital, accessibility, softnessand hardness. 

Faced with these diverse opinions, each with a logic of its own, the members 
of the rural university finally decided to avoid definitions based on methods and 
prodlrcts and focus on the process of technological progress. The appropri- 
ateness of technology is a changing quality to be understood within the broader 
context of a process of development with the human being as its primary 
concern. The needs, aspirations, resources, and capabilitiesof a population at a 
given moment are important factors in determining the worth of a technology, 
but they have to beexamined in light of their contribution to the expansion ofthe 
scientific and technological capacities ofthe population. A sim& technology is 
quite inappropriate if it leads to stagnation, and a complex o* :~ appropriate if it 
is accompanied by learning so that the people can assume complete control. 
The group at the rural university thus began to understand appropriateness as a 
reflection of a population’s systematic learning about its own path of develop- 
ment, in terms of which they were already formulating their concepts of educa- 
tion. 



Viewedfromaslightlydifferent angle, admittedly a simplisticone. technology 
is the application oi science, and science has come to be regarded as universal, 
the heritage oiall. indePendent of where and by whom each one of its pieces has 
been discovered. Modern technology is the applic:ation of science ior the 
development of a given &style, that of the industrialized nations. Applied 
within the context of a distinct set of aspirations, the same science should lead to 
a diiferent and more appropriate technology, helping a village be more produc- 
tive or more comfortable. Achieving this does not imply the rejection of the old 
or the new per se nor that the adoption of technological innovation or tech- 
nology transfer are mutually exclusive paths of development. Appropriatt ness 
cannot be determined by criieria other than the participation of a human 
population in the processofscientific search and the constant improvement of its 
ability to look for and try out solutions to its own technological needs. 

Tosay that a population is engaged in scientiiic search is vague, but it becomes 
clear if it is examined from the point of view oi institutional structures. A 
population must contain proper institutions that can lead the search, without 
losing :ouch with the realities of the region or the state of scientiiic and tech- 
nological progress worldwide. In most rural populations, such institutions do 
not exist; the rural university, as a learning institution of the region, was a logical 
candidate to assume the responsibility and face the challenge. 

The issues of appropriate technology, originally raised to answer practical 
questions, led the members of the rural university to redeiine the nature of their 
work and the role of the university as a catalyst of development. The concept of 
education was expanded even further. The application of science, now under- 
stood as a well-organized process of search for solutions to constantly changing 
technological problems, became an essential con,,onent of activities alongwith 
the development of human resources and community organization. In order to 
incorporate this new component, a 3-year plan was adopted with the goal of 
installing capabilities within the rural university to promote positive tech- 
nological change. Financial resources were secured for the plan from PACT 
(Private Agencies Collaborating Together) and, by 1979, activities were well 
under way. 

The Practice 

Itwasclearfrom the beginningthat, although thedevelopmentof institutional 
and scientific capacity implied progress at a conceptual level, the 3-year plan 
:vould have to be stated in terms of practical goals and concrete methodology. At 
the time, the group oi professors knew little about technological innovation, but 
vaguely envisioned that it somehow began with the detection of a corrr-rte 
technological need and passed through successive stages of search for alter- 
natives, adaptation and experimentation, evaluation, to final large-scale propa- 
gation. The desired capabilities of the rural university could be stated in terms of 
the number of specific technologies it couid take successfully through such a 
process, and the number of technologies at different stages of development with 
which it could work simultaneously. 

One specific need - potable water-that had already been subject of study 
ior some time was chosen as the basis for a first project, during which the nature 
of technological change was to be carefully examined. Too little clean water for 
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domestic use was a problem ielt by most oi the iamilies oi the area, and it had 
serious implications ior health and sanitary conditions. The professors and the 
studentsof the rural university began seeking solutions, experimenting with, and 
iinallv selecting, simple techniques for digging wells. Every step of these activi- 
ties was carcfullv analyzed and a basis ior a methodology was developed. 
Subsequent projects tested and changed this methodology, until finally arr 
overall conceptionoithero!eof the rural university in technological changewas 
achieved. 

In deiining the range of the activities of the rural university, its members were 
careiui not to duplicate the work carried out in other institutions. Their aim was 
to iill an institutional gap in the process of research in science and technology 
that should end with the utilization of appropriate technologies by rural people 
and result in feedback into the research and development system. With the 
exception of v!ery isolated instances, a noticeable gap at the village end of the 
process persists in almost all aspects oi technological development. For exam- 
ple, crop research done in international centres and universities focuses on 
“packaging” technology - whether it be new varieties, measures for disease 
and pest control, or other production practices. The packages - even the 
language implies a iinished product -- are passed to government programs with 
the mandate to multiply and distribute them. This one-way flow of technology 
and iniormation has, to date, not created the desired changes. 

The iailure to improve production of the small farmer has often been 
explained in terms of the weaknesses of extension systems as well as the 
iragmentation of the entire research and development system. The group at the 
rural university argued that the solution !ay only partially in the organization of 
extension and the establishment of feedback through farm trials; a new institu- 
tion such as the rural university of FUNDAEC had to be added to the 
researchextension system to integrate the final research in adaptation of tech- 
nology with other basic processes such as education and community organiza- 
tion. While this institution would not develop new varieties, its tasks would be 
iar morecomplex than that oi an extension system with a feedback mechanism, 
and it would need to have more scientiiic capacity than has traditionally been 
allotted to institutions working at the grass-roots level. 

The nature of the scientific activities of the rural university was in itself a topic 
of reilection among the founders of FUNDAEC. It was strongly felt that tech- 
nological change was not enough and that the next decades of scientific research 
would have to lead to new and unimaginable scientific breakthroughs that 
would make possible the development of an entirely different set of technolo- 
gies. To use Thomas Kuhn’s terminology, the whole field of science seemed to be 
in crisis, at.a stage that had to lead to change of paradigms and to a series of 
scientific revoiutions. For example, agricultural sciences probably needed to 
abandon their primary method: study of two or three factors of production while 
all other parameters are kept at an optimum under almost perfect conditions. 
Health and medicine were already undergoing profound changes, and the 
energy crisis was iorcing everyone to take a new look at the whole issue of 
technology almost in every field of endeavour. 

None of the expected scientific breakthroughs could be perceived on the 
horizonsof research. The rural university itself would probably not contribute to 
them in the slightest manner. It did seem essential, however, not to be bound to 
cherished theories, methods, and instruments and to try to generate knowledge 
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as freely as possible. Specifically, it was hoped that fragmentation would be 
avoided, although this did not necessarily imply the adoption of a holistic 
approach, which would have locked the group into yet another inflexible 
system. It seemed to the founders of FUNDAEC that science, along with other 
human practices - religion, family life, education, social interaction - has 
become fragmented, and is only responding to questions about fragments of 
nature, of the individual, and of human society. To content oneself with mystical 
statements about the whole does not necessarily remedy the situation. A hard 
and arduous road is ahead, and much effort will have to go into the search for 
new meaning and some degree of basic unity in all of science. 

At the time, the professors of the rural university saw the most undesirable 
aspect oithefragmentation ofscience in thedivision between the natural and the 
social sciences. Their methodology would somehow have to avoid such a 
division and their investigations in technology would have to be a combination 
of technical research and social inquiry through action. 

Defining Technological Needs 

The need ior better water for domestic use was obvious and had not been 
defined, per se, in any step-by-step method. However, it would not have been 
obvious if the members of FUNDAEC had not observed the daily activities of the 
rural families and compared the findings with technical recommendations of 
experts in the field oi sanitation. These two steps permitted a rapid appraisal of 
needs with some degree of objectivity and so became the first method for 
detecting and defining technical needs. The group categorized the activities of 
the peopie and then conceptualized these categories into a series of chains 
related to. for example, raising animals such as swine, chicken, or rabbits; 
cultivating a crop; obtaining water for domestic use; or recovering from illness. 
For a number of these chains, they prepared two detailed descriptions: one 
corresponded to what people ought to be doing according to experts in the field 
and :he other, to what people were actually doing in the community. Neither of 
these descriptions was necessarily what they considered to be the best, but by 
comparing the two, they always gained insight into the technological “restric- 
tions” that the rural population faced every day. 

The iirst chain ot activities the group examined by this method was that of 
swine productlan. The modern technology includes constructing appropriate 
facilities, buying the best races, and utilizing a specially formulated diet; it 
implies so much credit and such a small margin of profit when undertaken for 
small numbers of animals that the death of one animal would leave a family in 
debt ior years. The inhabitants of the region usually raise one or two pigs that 
freely roam the fields, receive small portions of commercial feed and whatever is 
available from the kitchen and the farm, and reach a reasonable weight in about 
l&12 months. When sold, they fetch a price just about equal to the cost of their 
feed and the amount paid for them as piglets: everyoRe in the area knows that 
raising pigs is more a family savings plan than a productive enterprise. 

Comparing the two descriptions showed clearly that the restrictions were not 
simply related to the availabi!ity of better races, as many govemment programs 
seemed to imply. Feed - its cost and market structure being designed for large 
enterprises - presented the greatest restriction to swine production in small 
family-operated units. Thus, the focus for the technological activities of the rural 
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university was toensureaccess toanimal feed costingabout 30 percent less than 
what was available in the market. The first efforts were a series of experiments to 
replace some of the feed with material more abundant in the region. These 
experiments were crucial, if naive, in the formuiation of a realistic solution - 
the organization oi a whole system including a plant for making commercial 
feed. 

The same methodology was applied to the chain of activities for raising 
chickens, and, again, cost of feed was the most important restriction. However, 
constructing appropriate facilities and carefully handling some 300 chickens by 
a family did seem to leave a reasonable margin of profit, so that other tech- 
nological needs, such as inexpensive floors, material for bedding, appropriate 
feeding, and watering, also entered the list of technological necessities. 

The chain oi activities in agricultural production gave a long list of restrictions 
related to irrigation and drainage, preparation of land- control of pests and 
diseases, harvest, processing, and marketing. About 60 needs were under 
discussion among the professors, students, and other members of the communi- 
tv. Detecting the needs had, somehow, not proved to be as formidable as much 
ofthediscourseon appropriate technology seemed to imply. He:ewas ,; ~II+!: list 
of necessities, on which both experts and the community agreed; yet il:i: x!, .zds 
oivolumes of literature and numerous experts were unable to offer solutions that 
worked within a complex set of interrelated restrictions. 

Later, the iormal description oi chains of activities became less important, 
although it was included as part of the curriculum of the rural university so that 
the students could learn logical and systematic diagnosis. By being involved in 
development of the region, well-trained individuals gained insights into tech- 
nological restrictions almost automatically, so formalizing the descriptions 
eventually proved to be superfluous. Technological restrictions became obvious 
-like the need for water-from development work that the rural university was 
invol\~ed in. 

There were eight general-development themes the staff and students were 
pursuing: improvement of the flow oi information and community education; 
establishment oi microenterprises of support; improvement of ser\rices and 
infrastructure: child education and strengthening of families; improvement of 
flow of goods and marketing; creation of small units of production; and search 
ior alternative farming systems. Thus, there was some change in focus, but the 
method remained basically the same. 

Members of the iural university and the community worked together: 

. Analyzing their production and other daily activities; 

l Taking an inventory of the resources available; and 

. Consulting the literature and experts on industrial processes in an attempt to 
iind not only solutions to technological restrictions but also opportunities pecu- 
liar to the region because of its natural resources and production activities. 

Sear thing for Solutions 

Once the technological needs have beein identitied, people must begin 
experimenting with alternatives to fulfilling those needs. How much the rural 
university would have to be involved in experimentation and innovation was not 
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clear initially, and, when it became clear, was not wholly satisfactory. The basic 
dilemma: with their resources, the members of the rural university could not 
attempt to de\Telop the capacity to experiment with alternatives, and, equally 
important, could not adapt, propagate, and disseminate solutions unless they 
developed a thorough understanding of the solutions through research. The 
know-how that is required to sustain a technology in a region, even in cases 
when it has been developed for very similar conditions, implies the c tence of 
agroupoipeoplefamiliarwith a large numberofdetailswho have, e~,,foronly 
a short time, investigated alternatives and understood the reasons behind each 
detail and the possibilities of small changes. Te-’ L.~~~oi~gy is not propagated by 
books, leaflets, bulletins, and other educatio:bal materials, no matter how well 
illustrated and imaginative their presentation. Although complete innovation is 
often not necessary in the search for solutions for concrete technological needs 
of a rural area, some experimentation and adaptation is indispensable if a 
technology is to be mastered by the inhabitants of a region and dependence on 
outsiders for maintenance is to be minimized. 

Duringl979%SO, the FUNDAEC groupattempted toestablish acoreofexperts 
iron1 diiierent fields to carry out simultaneous research on the many tech- 
nological needs that were rapidly being detected, but, with no institutional 
capital, the rural universiiy could offer no stability to such a group. What they 
iinally decided on as an alternative was to keep a number of professionals as 
members “in spirit”; they work in other institutions and are contracted by 
FUNDAEC when money becomes available for specific projects. The few full 
time proiessionals follow technologies all the way through propagation, oscillat- 
ing between periods of intensive experimentation and periods dedicated to the 
dissemination of results. This approach is slow, especially when compared with 
the urgency of needs, but is in line with the reality of institutions belonging to 
poor populations in rural regions. 

Early - with the first project on domestic water ~ the FUNDAEC group 
realized that access to information worldwide was indispensable if the rural 
university was to become an efficient agent of technological change. Many 
groups reinvent what is already known by others, and much energy is lost in 
working with solutions that have already proved worthless elsewhere. A most 
important element of the 3-year plan, then, was to develop a documentation 
centre and incorporate it fully into technological change. 

The centre began work in 1979 with the help of VIP+ (Volunteers in Technical 
Assistance) and, by 1981, it had gathered about 2500 documents in response to 
technological searches. The centre plays more than a passive role of offering 
information upon request; it monitors the progress of the search for solutions to 
technological needs, maintaining a fileforeach detected need and continuously 
updating it with reports of experimentation and minutes of meetings. The files 
are valuable for the preparation of educational material, for dissemination of 
results, as well as for the incorporation of relevant research into the textbooks of 
the formal system. 

The steps in the search for solutions begin with the classification and quan- 
- tiiication of the needs detected; move through a review of the literature and 

consultation with experts; analysis of alternatives; experimentation; evaluation 
(and, if necessary, resumption) of experimentation, testing in the community; 
and another evaluation. The last step is propagation, and this final step actually 
comprises two major avenues, with several steps. 



Propagating Technology 

Many groups argue that too much work has been done on the creation of 
technology and that the real challenge is to discover methods for the dissemina- 
tion of what already exists. The fact is that, although hundreds of technologies 
claim to be appropriate throughout the world, only a few work sufficiently well 
to be feasible as alternatives to what people are already doing. This, however, 
does not dim;r:i41 the importance of disseminating results in bringing about 
technological change. 

The professors and the students of FUNDAEC gradually understood that 
propagation was not a separate, final stage of technological development but 
was intimately connected with community life and activities in which the need 
had been identified. Because the members of the rural university were involved 
intimately in identifying the needs, they were able to disseminate technologies 
much easier than had been anticipated. 

Of the focuses for FUNDAEC work, the creation and strengthening of small 
enterprisesoisupport proved to be the most important for technolog:;dissemina- 
tion. A microenterprise for well digging was the first to show the way, but others, 
such as a nursery, a plant for processing chickens, centres for breeding pigs, a 
feed-concentrate plant, and the enterprises for the fabrication of tin objects and 
chicken wire followed. Although each one has faced many difficulties and, at 
some time, has needed subsidy, this structure of microenterprises is slowly 
growing and has proved essential for technological change. 

Also essential has been a program of community education to accompany all 
!he development activities of FUNDAEC. The means and the methods depend 
on the nature of the technology but include community meetings and seminars; 
bulletins; small booklets; slides, tapes, and other audiovisual aids; and academ- 
ic textbooks. The most effective methods seem to be those that combinedifferent 
instruments. For example, a specific subsystem of small-farm production is one 
subject covered in a technology textbook for promoters, a series of booklets for 
farmers, and a number of bulletins as well asslides and even videotape programs 
to be shared with the community in special group meetings. The materials have 
been slow toemerge, but enough have been produced and tested to have created 
know-how - the foundation for future work. 

Lessons from Experience: 
The Complexity of the Activities 

The theory behind the approach taken by the rural university is straight- 
iorward. The practice is much less clearcut. 

Water supply 

The solution to the problem of securing a better supply of water for domestic 
use, at least as far as sources were concerned, was found more or less quickly. In 
the region, with many rivers and streams and sufficient, although irregular, 
rainfall, the water table is high and wells that are 7-15 m deep could easily 
supply a family with clean water. The commercial well-digging enterprises in the 
area, however, were dedicated to the construction of deep wells for irrigation of 
large-scaleoperations and charged too high a price to be considered by individ- 
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uais. Wells dug by hand were few because of a layer of soft sand that continu- 
ously caved in. 

Within a few months, participants learned simple techniques for digging 
wells, using a seriesof concrete pipes, about 1 m in diameter, and ihe necessary 
implements, includinga mould for fabricatingthe pipes, were constructed at the 
university shop. From among the inhabitants of the village who participated in 
experimentation with alternative techniques, one helped establish a small well- 
digging enterprise. The price of wells, between $200 and $500, was low but still 
beyond the reach of some villagers. A revolving fund was established to provide 
credit to families who wanted to take advantage of the service, and the small 
enterprise began to function well. In fact, it continues to construct wells, 
although not as quickly as was originally expected. 

Simultaneously with the search for well-digging techniques, hand pumps 
were being tested. Available information had suggested that two models, inertia 
and chain pump, had good potential for the area so these two were selected for 
testing at the university shop and on some of the farms of the community. One 
focus was materials to be used in the manufacture of the pumps. The result was 
that bnth pumps were propagated in the villages, but the chain pump was given 
preference, as it could be perfected and even coupled to a motor in future. 

A second small enterprise was created, but, this time, the owner did not keep 
up the quality of work. His pumps began to break down. At the same time, 
FUNDAEC faced financial difficulties and could not secure a professional to 
solve the many small, but important, technical problems. Further work was 
postponed and only now, after an examination of experiences to date, has again 
been taken up by the rural engineers. 

The wells constructed by the enterprise were, in general, on farms where 
FUNDAEC hadotherprograms as well, usually in agricultural production. A few 
wells were built for families that had financial resources independent of FUN- 
DAK. Only when a family either had some hope for increased income or had a 
reliable source of income wouid it venture into improving sanitary conditions, 
no matter how “real” and how “felt” the need was. This simple fact continues to 
be ignored by many programs, and millions of dollars are spent to improve 
sanitation and health without investment in income-producing activities. 

Moreover, most of the families hoped that, by building a well, they would have 
water for supplementary irrigation. However, the hand pumps were not appro- 
priate for irrigation, and the farmers could not afford to buy or maintain 
motorized pumps. One had to look, then, for a different level of solution -for 
example, the creation of community-owned or individual enterprises thatwould 
rent pumps to the farmers. At present, the economy in the region, especially 
when transportation costs are included, could not support such enterprises. 

Government programs have been promoting rural aqueducts using deep wells 
or rivers. A few aqueducts have actually been built but have performed poorly, 
with neither the quality not the quantity of water reaching the desired level. The 
proposal to look for “smaller” solutions such as wells and canals for groups of 
families was rejected by government experts who channeled all available re- 
sources to the construction of aqueducts serving groups of villages. Peasants 
who have their own wells, as well as access to an aqueduct, use the well for 
drinking water and the aqueduct for irrigating small vegetable gardens. If not 
careful, they are fined because the aqueduct is for domestic use only. 
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The engineers trained at the rural university haveadopted ~veral aptrroachec. 
One is monitoring and controlling thequalityoi~v‘lterirom tht*viflage aquedurt. 
Another is designing a model water system for a group of iamilirr hoping to use it 
as a desnonst:ation. The experience has &WII how comt~lex WVII the most 
obvious needs are and how difficult promoting a simt,lc ttv~hnolugy is when a 
“sophisticated” solution is bei,rg promoted atal promised by government or 
some other agency. 

Swine production 

The professionalsofthe rural university were aware oicontrolled experiments 
for developing new animal feeds but decided to embark on less-sophisticated 
research for partial substitu:es from materials easily accessible to the farmers. 
The philosophy was to begin with what the farmers already did and try to 
organize it a little better. 

The initial goal was to #enable farmers to replace 30 per cent of their commer- 
cial feed with cheaper products. Many different products were used in the 
experiments which were carried out at the rural university as well as on a number 
of farms in the villages. 

The method was simple: groups of pigs were fed diets with different percen- 
tages of substitutes (no effort was made to balance the diets) and the final profits 
were compared with those for pigs raised on 100 per cent commercial feed. 
Although the method was inadequate for scientific judgments, one substitute, 
Amaranthus sp.. a common weed in the region, proved beyond doubt to be a 
valid substitute, bringing down the cost of feed and doubling the margin of profit. 
Experiments with a number of other substitutes, such as water hyacinth, were 
inconclusive. 

Analyzingtheeconomicdetailsofswine production in the region; thequality, 
ever-increasing prices, and availability of feed concentrate; and the effort that 
would have to go into gathering substitutes, the researchers became disen- 
chanted with trying to seek solutions at the farm level. They gradually decided 
that a more appropriate technology would be a plant for the fabrication of feed 
concentrate for the whole region. 

Loans were secured, and a plant with a capacity of 1 t/h was ready to function 
at the beginning of 1982. The plant is small enough to be flexible so that 
experiments in the use of local materials can be conducted to keep costs down 
and large enough to allow promotion of swine production in units with 2-40 
animals. 

Raising chickens 

The technological needs connected with raising chickerrs were highlighted by 
students who were working with families in the village of La Arrobleda. Here, 
the first set of needs was mostly related to the techniques of feeding and taking 
care of the chickens, building better facilities, and preventing disease. The 
means to fulfill these needs were easily available. Local materials were used for 
floors and bedding, educational material was prepared about the details of the 
entire process, and soon some 30 units of production were created in the two or 
three villages near the site of the rural university. Originally, the number of 
chickens at each unit was kept low, about W-100. In spite of the high cost of 
commercial feed, each unit gave reasonable profits; marketingwaseasy, and the 
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chickens could be sold within l-2 days of reaching optimal size. Experiments 
with substitutes for commercial feed began but were inconclusive. Like the 
search for low-cost feed for pigs, this effort was passed to the recently built plant 
for feed concentrate. 

The initial success of the small units led to pressure by the famllies to increase 
the number of chickens in each unit. In response, FUNDAEC increased credit, 
and soon there were units of 300-500 chickens technically functioning satisfac- 
torily. Marketing was another story, and !he professionals of FUNDAEC began to 
spend !ime trying to help families sell chickens. 

A small enterprise for processing chicken, freezing, and stori;lg it seemed 
ideal. After about 1 year, financial support was obtained, and appropriate 
faciiitirs were built. But the basic problem of securing markets for the product 
persisted. As WNDAEC had to absorb the losses, the activities were temporarily 
put on hold. 

The rural engineers wondered whether chicken raising for small farmers had 
to stay at the level of the few running free around farms, consuming small 
amounts of purchased corn for such a long time that the final cost is about twice 
that of chickens raised in confinement. After a year, however, they began 
reviving the small units of about 50 chickens. The units are scattered around the 
region, and much of the market is internal. The small processing plant can be 
geared up again whenever there is demand, and slowly an external market is 
being built. The investment in the plant, of course, is not paying off quickly in 
economic terms. but this is a fact that development plans have to learn to cope 
with. Someone has to invest in development; poverty cannot by itself produce 
wealth. The lesson about maintaining appropriately sized units was learned 
well. The engineers now believe that a region can have many units of about 50 
chickens or a couple of large operations, but the intermediate size is bound to 
fail unless the infrastructure of support has been carefully planned. 

Mechanical shop 

The description of the search for appropriate technologies would not be 
completewithout mention of a mechanical shopthatwasgraduallydeveloped at 
the rural university. The shop began w~ith rudimentary equipment, basically to 
teach the first students of engineering some carpentry and metalwork. The 
emphasis was on construction of equipment that would be useful in everyday 
rural life. Slowly, the shop began to serve as support for most of the technological 
activities in the rural university. The contributions made possible by the shop 
range from the construction of a more efficient whee!barrow than the one 
commonly used in the region to participation in the buildingofthe plant for feed 
concentrate. in fact, the shop in the scheme of technological action-research 
has been understood mostly in terms of its role in the creation of small enter- 
prises, the best examples being an enterprise for the Imanufacture of tin objects 
and another for the manufacture of chicken wire. 
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SEARCHING FOR ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS OF 
PRODUCTION ON FARMS 

In 1975, the FUNDAEC group began work in agricultural production, enthusi- 
astically setting out to educate farmers in modern technology, confident that 
available packages with new varieties, recommended amountsoffertiiizers, and 
improved practices would rapidly raise the standard of Iivingofthe inhabitants of 
the region. A few professors even became partners with farmers to experience 
the “miracles” of the Green Revolution. However, no miracles occurred; 
instead, the experience produced a long list of “things that will go wrong,” and 
resulted in a much deeper understanding of the restrictions faced by small 
farmers. 

Disenchanted, they strongly defended traditions. But this phase was short- 
lived, as this approach promises little improvement in future. By the middle of 
1976, the professors of FUNDAEC were fully aware of the complexity of the 
many factors affecting production in small farms and were beginning to clarify 
some of their own concepts and convictions. Clearly, modern knowledge would 
be essential to improving production but so was the farmers’ point of view. The 
iarmers justifiably rrztrusted the extension system that had repeatedly encour- 
aged them to replace secure techniques with riskier, albeit potentially higher 
paying, technologies with inflexible management requirements. 

The FUNDAEC group decided that research should address the basic chal- 
lenge of incorporating modern knowledge into the small farmers’ systems that 
had evolved because of the reality of rural life. This decision implied a search for 
new alternatives in accordance with the concepts and principles motivatinfle 
inhabitants of the region. 

Criteria 

During 1977 and 1978, a number of unstructured experiments were carried 
out in collaboration with three families. Underlying these experiments was a 
vague notion about “the organization of the farm’s diversity.” These 2 years were 
basically a search for criteria, principles, and methods, a search that finally led, 
in 1979, to more structured experiments in a project supported by the lnterna- 
tional Development Research Centre (IDRC) of Canada. The specific goal was to 
seek alternative systems that incorporated: 

. A diversity of plant and animal species, crop rotation, and mixed cropping, 
with minimization of risk as important an issue as increased total production. 

. The farmers’ calendar, spreading the time, resources, and energy of the 
farmer evenly and constantly through the year. 

. An area for production of food for the farmers’ families. 



. Minimal inplrts with stable and maximal yields by use of appropriate 
technology in as many production activities as possible. 

. Potential benefits not only for single families but also for community 
enterprises. 

Other programs of FUNDAEC were, at the same time, looking for means by 
which groups of small farmers could obtain better credit and technical 
assistance from government agencies and better access to the market. 

Methods considered for this project ranged from the creation of FUNDAEC- 
owned and contr-olled model farms for research and teachingto experimentation 
on the farmers’ land. Neither was considered adequate alone because the 
members of the rural university needed to become involved in and understand, 
as rapidly as possible, the practice and the problems of the traditional systems 
and the means of propagating viable new alternatives. 

Based on previous experience, they designed experiments with a few farmers 
to study and evaluate one system. The capacity to work with farmers in a joint 
search for alternatives was being sought; the approach being taken was the 
testing of a model that seemed to incorporate the characteristics identified as 
desirable in earlier experiments. 

The First Experiment 

The participants divided production into !hree categories for experiments: 

. Animal husbandry-animals common to the region such as chickens, pigs, 
goats, and ducks would be selected for each farm. 

l Permanent crops- traditional semipermanent and permanent crops such as 
coffee, plantain, cocoa, and fruit trees would be maintained as cash crops on a 
segment of the farm. 

l Transitory crops-the remaining portion of the farm would be divided into 
small modules that would be planted sequentially, with crops (beans, corn, rice, 
cassava, etc.)designated forfamilyconsumption as well asforsale. Themodules 
would comprise different combinations of crops with one or two modules 
needing planting each week and others weeding, irrigating, or harvesting. The 
dry periods were to be used for land preparation. 

They hoped that theexperimental system would differ from the existing system 
by: 

. Ensuring continuous access to certain foodstuffs; 

l Diminishing risks caused by adverse weather, plant diseases, pests, 
unfavourable marketing conditions, etc., which would affect only a single part 
of production; 

. Getting the most from resources, with tasks such as cultivation, irrigation, 
fertilization, and pest control being done on a smaller scale and at more 
opportune times; and 

l Diversifying by-productsforuseasfertilizersoranimal feed toreduceoverall 
costs. 

At the beginning of 1979, 11 farmers agreed to work with FUNDAEC’s agron- 
omist in applying the experimental system. The pilot plan was explained to 
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others modifying it minimally. The results in terms of increased production and 
income were promising. 

Before 

Before collaboration with FUNDAEC, a typical farmingfamilyof six, like the 
Zapata Abonias, would have a yearly income of about 14 000 pesos (in 1979, 
US$l = 40 pesos) from their finca, 3000 from the sale of fruits, and the rest from 
the sale of some 90 kg of coffee and 75 kg of cocoa. The finca would also supply 
about one branch of ptaintain a week forfamilyconsumption. The maintenance 
of the iinca would give the family 20 days of work annually. The productivity of 
the crops, however, decreases each year, and only the favourable prices for 
coffee and cocoa allow the fined to be a continuous source of low but steady 
income. The animals on the farm do not constitute real income; the money spent 
on corn or cheap by-products of grains would be almost equal to the price of the 
animals at the time of sale or consumption. The area for transitory crops would 
not be cropped constantly. Once ever\, two or three semesters, crops such as 
soybeans, beans, corn, tomatoes, or cassava would be planted, but thegains and 
losses of this enterprise probably average out to zero over the years. The yields 
of the region are below the national average and had been estimated to be 
400 kg/ha for beans, 500 kg/ha for corn, 5000 kg/ha for cassava, 8000 kg/ha for 
tomatoes, and 600 kg/ha for soybeans. 

The members of the family work outside their own enterprise in the sugar 
fields, in large cattle ranches, or in the fincas of other small farmers. An 
additional 32 000 pesos a year could be expected, about 16 000 from the work 
of the f&ei; 6Wl from the mother, and about 10 000 from the contributions of 
Hugo and Carmen. The total income would be about 46 000 pesos a year. 

Most of these earnings are spent on food, the weekly cost being about 800 
pesos. The bill would cover: rice (140 pesos); meat (180); oil (70); potatoes (30); 
bread (70); sugar (30); noodles (25); beans (40); coffee (15); chocolate (10); 
brown sugar (15); onions (8); cassava (10); tortillas (10); sardines (30); dry milk 
(35); candles (30); matches (2); cigarettes, tobacco (30); and soap (20). The rest 
of the income is spent on clothes, transportation, health, education, and recrea- 
t!on. 

The family budget does not allow for savings or improvements in the farm, its 
equipment, or construction. Except for a humble house where the family lives, 
the farms of the region are characterized by a lack of infrastructure and working 
implements. Of the 11 farms contracted originally, two had wells and three had 
latrines, all in poor condition. None of the farms had any facilities for raising 
animals. There was no access to a single pump for irrigation and all of the six 
fumigation pumps had been in need of repair for many years. In gen,eral, theonly 
tool owned by each worker was the machete; even shovels and hoes were scarce 
and were shared among a few neighbours 

During 

The experimental system could not be carried out within the existing condi- 
tions of the farms. A plan was designed, then, to equip all the farms in the 
experiment with minimal infrastructure. This implied an expenditure of 40 000 
^^--- ~JCWS - 7 3 KG for pens for some 200 chickens and 4 pigs, 11000 for fences and 
drainage systems, 10 000 for a well, and 6000 for ihe improvement of the 
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physical and chemical qualities of the land dedicated to transitory crops. Little 
was done to the iinca as it seemed at the time that the technclogy for the 
impr-ovement of cocoa plantations was available and could easily be incorpo- 
rated into plans, once a deeper understanding of viable systems had been 
gained. 

As the farmers did r,ot have any savings, the 40 000 pesos had to come from 
credit. No such credit was avaiiable from ihe government agencies, credit being 
given usually for short terms, namely the duration of a specific crop. However, 
the FUNDAEC group saw the loan as a means to measure the capacity of the 
farmers to pay back the debt, so financial support was provided by the rural 
university. Credit for infrastructure, just like credit for industries or even for 
houses in the cities, had to be long term, managed separately from short-term 
credii for the operation of the different components of the experimental system. 

With improved infrastructure, the typical farm needed about 31 000 pesos of 
short-term credit, some 10 000 for transitory crops in modules, about 9000 for 
raising chickens, and about 12 000 for raising pigs. With the understanding that 
FUNDAEC would take the risks of experimentation, the credit was made avail- 
able to the farmers, and production activities were initiated. 

Careful observation accompanied all actions, and the continuous sowing of 
crops on each farm allowed for abundant data for the evaluation of different 
crops, the quantification of the time spent in specific labours, the evaluation of 
phytosanitary problems, and an analysis of technological possibilities and 
restrictions. 

The experiment included several crops that were already being grown in the 
region: beans, corn, cassava, soybean, tomato, and plantain. Three additional 
crops (mung beans, cowpea, and pigeon peas) were introduced. Later, in the 
design of fences, a number of fruit-bearing vines and trees, especially papaya 
(Carica papaya), badea (Passiflora cuadeangulis), maracuya (Passiflora edulis), 
and pineapples, were also included. 

The yields in the 11 small farms in the experiment increased gradually and 
reached acceptable levels once experience was gained in the management 
of the soil and also in technical assistance. In the first zon?, with relatively 
fertile soils supplemented with the equivalent of 50 kg NPKiha, yields were 
1200 kg/ha, 2000 kg/ha, 15 000 kg/ha;12 000 kg/ha and 1500 kg/ha for beans, 
corn, cassava, tomatoes, and soybeans, respectively. In the second zone, where 
average yields are much lower than the national average, the yields achieved 
were 800 kg/ha, 1500 kg/ha, 15 000 kg/ha, 10000 kg/ha, and 1200 kg/ha. In this 
zone, a level of 100 kg NPKiha and 1 t lime was used. Associated cropping 
between corn and beans, cassava and beans, and corn and soybean was tried in 
a few instances, but not enough data were gathered to be reliable. 

The cowpeas, mung beans, and pigeon peas yielded well, 1500 kg/ha, 1500 
kg/ha, and 2500 kg/ha, respectively, and were relatively free of phytosanitary 
problems; also, they showed good tolerance to the short periods of dry weather. 
The beans and tomatoes were the most susceptible crops, especially when 
planted late in the season. 

In addition to cultivation in small modules, and in accordance with the small 
farm’s activities, a number of technical experiments and studies, re!ating mostly 
to animal feed, irrigation, and specific farm tasks, were also carried out. The 
most urgent questions, however, were whether the system was economically 
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feasible and whether it was an improvement over the traditional monoculture, 
None of the farmers implemented the system completely or for a long enough 
time to give definite answers to these questions. However, the 11 farms provided 
sufficient input and output data for c~alculations of the conditions of the typical 
farm under study. in this rase, the activities oi the system occupied half ihc 
farmer’s time and would earn (after payments fur short-term credit and interest) 
about 38 500 pesos - 25 000 from transitory crops, 9000 from chickens, and 
4500 from swine. From this income, the farmer wculd have to pay about 11 600 
toward the loan for infrastructure. The remaining 26 900 pesos, divided by about 
170 days of work would give a salary oi 158 pesos/day, 44 per cent over the 
minimum wage of 110 pesos/day. Even if outside earnings were nil, total income 
would increase during the first year by about 8000 pesos. There would still be 
opportunities ior outside work, with potential earnings oi 5500 pesos if the 
iarmer worked abou: one-third of the remaining time. 

These results did not imply substantial improvement in the farmer’s living 
conditions and, among other things, indicated need for a larger land area and 
improved systems. The improvement, however, seemed to be suiiicient to justify 
theconnnued search ioralternativesystems basrdon thesame pritxiplesof crop 
diversity and organization of the iarm routine. 

!&bsystems: a new vision of the search 

The 2 years of intensive work with the initial experimental model provided 
FUNDAEC with many insights into possible alternatives for production and, at 
the same time, led to a deeper understanding of :he restrictions that cfiorts to 
improve living conditions in the region would have to face. The greatest rcstrrc- 
tionfaced bytheiarmers in NortedelCauca isundoubtedlythesizeoftheirland. 
The inhabitants ha\re gradually lost their land to the agroindustrial complexes, as 
Colombia has become “more developed.” The process deserves detailcc! analy- 
sis, but the size of the smallholdings is a iactor outside FUNDAEC’s mantiate. 
Other restrictions to improved farming originate from the complex social, eco- 
nomic, and political relationships already in motion in the region. Slowly, 
strategies to overcome a few have emerged. 

The experimental model itself had shortcomings: from a financial point of 
view, although profitable, the system needed too high and too rapid an initial 
investment: from a management point oi view, it was too complicated: the 
farmer could not easily cope with so much change as fast as the success oi the 
sysiem required. 

A few months of analysis at the end of the 2 years finally led to a new vision of 
the search for alternative systems as sums of sr,!xvstems rather than sums at 
single elements. A subsystem by itself contains a few plant and animal species 
bu: its degreeof diversity is far less than the total number of possibilities open to 
the system. Initiaiiy, a subsystem is established on a small portion oi the total 
farm - a few hundred square metres of some re!ated crops wtith or wit!lout a 
corresponding area for animals. Each subsystem involves intensive use of the 
land including the utilization of fences for production. Work with each sub- 
system occupies only a portion of the farmer’s time, and by itse!f is economically 
profitable. 

Continuous, organized work on their own farms required too many changes in 
thefarmers’ lifestyle, but subsystems that leavetimeforothereconomic activities 
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seemed ideal. The capital investments would be smaller and more accessible, 
and the FUNDAEC group hoped that the farmers would slowly develop systems 
incorporating subsystems suitable to their specific condilions and desires. This 
strategy avorded a common pitfall of development (xograms: that of viewing the 
inhabitants of a region as a homogeneous group of people and offering the same 
solution to all of them. 

The FUNDAEC group drew up a list of 21 subsystems that, according to data 
on hand, seemed feasible (Table 1). The second semester of 1980 saw the first 
subsystems operating in farms of the region. By mid-1982, many had proved 
agronomicallyand economically profitable. They weremanageableas a vehicle 
not onlv for iarmers but also for educators: work on a subsystem became part of 
the cur;iculum for promoters, and students had to undertake a detailed analysis 
of a subsystem. 

Analyzing and Modifying a Subsystem: 
The Students’ View 

In lesson 1, the potential promoters of rural well-being make a list of some of 
the most common crops in the locale and describe one of the principal activities 
in agncultural production. Afterward, they begin to study the actual production 
oi a numberofcrops. Theywritedown their ideas about “systems of production” 
and read a FUNDAEC technological report. The report summarizes FUNDAEC 
experiences searching ior techniques and methods to improve production. It 
explains efforts in the search for alternative systems, and the emphasis on the 
conditions, culture, and choices of the people of the region. It begins with 
definitionsoisomefundamental words like monocultureand polyculture. It also 
iocuseson the idea that different techniquescan be used to accomplish the same 
tasks-for example, preparing land by machine or using herbicides. It covers 
the finca as a system of polyculture that farmers have used ior ger xrations and 
provides a little history to show how, in the recent past, local farmers had moved 
from polyculture to monoculture with unsatisfactory results: many farmers lost 
their land because of the money they had borrowed to make the switch and 
because of the large risk involved in monoculture.’ 

The report continues with a description of research activities between 1979 
and 1981, introduces the concept of subsystems, and ends with an account of the 
activities under way wtth a number of specific subsystems. The students are 
subsequently asked to discuss the report and present detailed descriptions of a 
few systems of production known to them. 

In iesson 3, the students begin their projects to develop their capacity to 
establish and care for the crops of the region, establishing a subsystem of 500 m’ 
[Table 2). By lesson 10, they are ready to ask themselves how their subsystem 
responded to the cultural and social conditions of their community, analyzing 
rcsultsirom thepointofviewoftheavailabilityof land, nutritional requirements, 
Iabour conditions, yields, etc. 

Availability of land 

Some discussion is devoted to why availability of land is important, the 
differences between l-ha, IO-ha, and 50-ha farms, etc., before students com- 
pare ihc data they gathered on yields in their polyculture with results from 
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Table 2. Sample form used for recording activities in the subsystem incorporating CIISSJY~, 
bean, corn, squash, string beans, spinach. and papaya. 

Week Time (hl 

Estimated Actual Activity Estimated Actual IllpUt Observa:ioni 

1 

16 

16 

17 

1’) 

20 

20 

Plow rhe land 
25cm deep 

Prepare the 
land, buy posts 

Spread lime. 
manwe. and 
minor &malts 

Complete land 
preparation 

Makr the beds 

set up pC;ts for 
fence 

Insfall chick?” 
wire 

Plant be,ms in 
all the beds. 
fertilize 

Pldllf corn and 
C.ZS?b”d 

Plant spinach 
and papaya 
around the fence 

Fumigate and 
fertilize 

weed 

Fumigate and 
manure 

Weed (2nd time) 

Harvest beans 

Weed (3rd !imei, 
plant squash 

Harvest corn. 
thresh beans 

Cut leaves of 
corn. arrange the 
plants as stakes 

Prune ca!&aw 

21 In small 101s 
plowing is done 
with a shovel and 
pick 

16 Land must be 

2 

sufficien!ly damp 
to be eazy to work 

Manure (2 bagsi; Minor elements 
lime il bag): Mg should be mixed 
I1 kg): Zn (1 kg); with the soil 
I3 (0.5 kg) 

2 

16 

8 Posts (301 

8 

10 

6 

4 

1 

Clamps I1 kg); Chicken Wire with 
malla (3 rolls) 2.5.inch mesh 

Beans 13 kg); 
10-30-10 NPK 
‘8 kg1 

Corn il kg); 
cassava (250 
stake51 

Trees i3Ol; manure 
11 bag!; lime 
11 bag): 
10-30-10 NPK 
(1 kg1 

Insecticide Coliap may be 
150 ml); used as fertilizer 
fungicide (50 g); 
Coljap (50 g, 

12 

1 Insecticide 
is0 ml); 
fungicide (50.g): 
Coljap (50 gl 

12 

16 

12 

20 

5 

2 

Squash seeds 
(50 g1 

Packing sacks (1) 

Otherwise, 
taSSa”a canopy 
would shade out 
other plants 
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Week 

Estimated Actual Activity 

Table 2 continued. 

Time (h) 

Estimated Actual IllpUt Observations 

20 Prune papaya, 
spinach 

21 

22 

Plant string 
beans 

Fumigate and 
fertilize 

23 

33 

36 

Weed (4th time) 

Harvest the 
siring beans 

Harvest the 
soua5h 

1 

3 

1 

12 

FOCUS should be 
to take male 
papayas and the 
main branches of 
the spinach 

String bean seed 
I1 kg1 

Insecticide Only the string 
(50 ml); beans and the live 
fungicide (50 pi; fence need to be 
Coljap (50 g) fertilized and 

fumigated 

7 

1 Packing sacks 11) 311 gatherings are 
necessary 

Packing sacks (10) 

monoc rltures. The standards for comparison in a lot of 500 mr are beans, 60 kg, 
13 weeks; corn, 75 kg, 20 weeks; cassava, 500 kg, 40 weeks; papaya, 1000 kg, 1 
year; badea, 1000 kg, 1 year; string beans, 600 kg, 6-10 weeks; and squash, 600 
kg, 12-17 weeks. The students are shown how to use these figures to determine 
how much land they would need under monoculture to produce their yields. For 
example, to produce 300 kg of papaya in 40 weeks would require 150 m’ (500 x 
30011000). Using their figures, the students discover that their yields from 
polycultureof40 weekson 500 I+ (e.g., 43 kgof beans, 72 kgofcorn, 300 kgof 
cassava, 300 kg of papaya, 450 kg of badea, 40 kg of string beans, and 120 kg of 
squash) would require 1192 mz in monocultures. 

Students also are asked to discuss with their friends whether producing a 
single crop that can be used as a source of money to buy goods or trying to be 
self-sufficient in food production is the best route for small farmers to take. Then 
they write their conclusions. 

The idea that a balanced meal includes proteins, vitamins, carbohydrates, 
minerals, fats, fibre, and other nutrients is presented, and the students are shown 
a series of tables and calculations that compare the variety and amounts of 
nutrients being produced in their polycu!ture with those from the single crops. 

Labour 

Next, the students evaluate their subsystem from the point of view of condi- 
tions of work, recalling as best they can the activities carried out, the effort, and 
time. Based on their experiences, they compare the work in the subsystem with 
what a monoculture of the same size requires and record their conclusions. At 
the time, they receive some prompting - for example: “Some co-workers 
believe that a great amount of effort and time is being saved in a subsystem 



because all the work that one does for one crop can serve for the others. Do you 
agreewith them? Others say that it is much harder to work in a subystem because 
one has to think about many things at the same time. What is your opinion?” 

They, then, are shown calculations made by farmers who gathered data on the 
time they spent on tasks in their subsystems- preparation of land 80 h. planting 
23 h, care (weed control, fumigation, etc.) 68 h, harvesting 55 h, and marketing 
38 h. They prepare a similar breakdown for their work, drawing on the data they 
recorded during the project. How to use this information to calculate their 
earnings is the focus of the next steps. A number of tables are presented, with 
details of farmers’ costs (a total of 14 770 pesos) and the value of the crop (21 120 
pesos). They also are shown how some of the expenses were actually considered 
lower (6320 pesos) because the fence and the papaya and badea trees would 
continue to be useful for some years. They are led the rest of the way through the 
calculations to how much the farmers earned (440 pesos/day) so that they can 
compare this amount with the pay for a day’s work (250 pesos) in the region. 
They then make the same calculations for their subsystem. 

The students aiso touch upon the labour requirements, with a look at the 
advantages in weed control provided by the ground cover in polyculture. They 
also are asked whether they know of studies showing that pests and diseases in 
monoculture differ from those in polyculture. 

Market 

As the last step in the cycle for crop production, the market is covered in much 
the same way as the other steps, with a look at what one has to know and do to 
sell a single product and the increased management and reduced risks in 
marketing various products. Also, students are presented with the possibility that 
the smaller quantities from polyculture can be handled directly by the farmer 
ratherthan intermediaries. They write down their opinions and then areshown a 
simple example of how a drop in market prices can be particularly costly to a 
farmer who has only one crop to sell: 

Francisco planted cassava in 500 m’ of land in the beginning of 
March and caiculated that in December he would harvest and sell 
750 kg at 8 pesos/kg; Heriberto planted a subsystem including 
cassava, which he calculated would produce 300 kg. At the market, 
they found the price had gone down to 4 pesos/kg. Heriberto has 
already harvested and sold other crops from the same land. For 
Francisco the change in the price means a loss of 50% (300016000 
pesos). For Heriberto, however, the cassava only represents a portion 
of the earnings, so the loss is 5% (1200/21 120). 

The students are then asked to compare two systems of production from the 
point of view of the risk involved. To wrap up lesson 10, the students discuss the 
traditional system of production in the region, how the farmers organize them- 
selves for work, and whether the subsystems correspond to the culture, likes, 
and dislikes of the community. 
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The research-action-learning package called “Small units of ‘$‘$:ction” 
played an important role both in the education of the rural engineei) id in the 
professors’ understanding of the issues in organization of production ,P activi- 

r l 
1 

ties leading to this package began early in the program as, a few man?. I ;.:iter the 
initiation of studies, the students were asked to dedicate their .:w rl.)ons to 
working in groups oftwo with about 10 families each in La Arrobledt. i!t:y were 

.,j)le 
to strengthen their relations with these families and slowly WI; ./;!.IJ small 
projerts that would help them and the community to learn toge~!l,rl, !,\lout the 

i 

I 

different processes of development. The first 2 years of this cont~:~:’ \!,th more 
than 100 families served as a period of accelerated learning and he$ r +ryone 

I 

1 
at the rural university to reach higher degrees of maturity. Sub+ u;.nti\; the 
method of work was formalized, and systematic research and +:/$I i&an in 
the organization of small units of production specifically for vi!la@~ \\;ho did 
not possess enough land to benefit from the search for alternat$., ~mail-farm I ‘* 

systems. This became one of the main areas of activity in FL’>i:~.4E~. 
1 ,I I(, 

,‘I,, 1 
Associations for Production ( 

I 
The formal methodology was an outgrowth of the languap &;.x5e called 

“Descriptions,” in which students help a number of families rnr:~ ’ > detailed 
descriptions of their conditions and determine both their need5 xr<l :j’l;airations, 
as well as the available resources. These description5 seemed I(;/ he excellent 
starting points for simple projects in which oneor more families, &;I$,: associate 
with a student, receive the necessary credit, and begin a smail (.I::,’ :G produc- 
tion. 

The difficulties encountered in the creation of associatiom, vtir;:r~:,~ ‘:~:lrmerous 
and varied. In general, the families were so poorthai rtgnifican:: r,rnCI~~.,\,-:,rnents in 
income implied a great deal of investment, away beyond the sccqx iii :he small 
projects the students were prepared to undenrke. Yet, the IWP/ ~,.~?+x:tations 
was hrgh, and despite many explanatrons about ir,e restrictions, c: i:h~? program, 
the locai peopleexpected miracles. The FUNDAEC ;;rofessors itnrf tn;: the first 
projects of the association5 had to be succcessful; othe:wise, n1x~ie v;,zre liable 
to be completely disillusioned and possibly even refuse to coopecan: :f,.;riner. The 
lack of technological know-how and infrastructure, i- Iwev:>: :??a& ?$;ery pro- 
posal a high-risk project. The very concept of associations,, ,dr, defin.:ri by the 
FUNDAEC group, proved to be unacceptable to the majority ‘31: GXQWS of the 
region. The families agreed to associate with a student but: !n qtrr~al, were 
unwilling to enter production projects with their neighooerrs, 

Nevertheless, with a little encouragement, about 60 a~ssxrat~on~s -,ere cre- 
ated and began raising chickens or swine; producing hone:, cuitrvat:rrg fruits 
especially papaya; or producing a few bottles of milk a W& ,tiith cone or two 
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cows. The conditions of credit were always such that the farmer would not take 
much risk, and many of the losses were assumed by FUNDAEC as a cost of the 
education of rural engineers. One problem was that the participants did not view 
the association as an enterprise that could slowly build and carry on long after a 
project was completed. For example, three families, who had participated in a 
successful project raising chickens, divided everything, including the tiles and 
the postsofthe chicken shelter. All the projects wereevaluated. Comments were 
tape-recorded. Some information from a typical evaluation reveals the intense 
learning by both the student, Eliciber Mina, and one of the association’s mem- 
bers, Olga Balanta. 

The family was visited 1 week after the project ended. Doria Olga seemed 
dissatisiied with the small profit because she had been hoping to make enough 
money to construct chicken coops (“I was not able to do anything with the 
monev I received”) but acknowledged the benefits readily, noting that this was 
the beginning of a join: effort to raise the family income. She was also content 
that she had helped a FUNDAEC student gain knowledge and experience. She 
was especially pleased that: 

. None of her animals died - in fact, none even became ill, a resuk she 
attributed to the care she dedicated to them; 

l The student recorded all the costs and benefits, an accountirrg she found 
useiul: and 

l She had the opportunity to work with Eliciber and to develop an honest, 
cooperative relationship. 

She voiced some concerns that merited follow-up: 

. Toward the end of the project, she felt the chickens needed a few more bags 
of sawdust ior their bed, although Eliciber believed that the amount was suffi- 
cient ior the 100 chickens; 

l One oeighbour h?d some chickens that died and doria Olga felt prolonged 
treatment with chloramphenicol was responsible; 

l She rclatcd the low profitability of the project with the sale price (about 60 
~~~~4~s;k~~~~~t~~~ chickens and believed she could sell them at a higher price if she 
took ii\;e or six chickens to the market: and 

. ~~~~c~~ m&r i~rkens had increased the costs, with doria Olga recruiting 
three peo& to hefp and the student anc,iher three. 

At the beginning, doria Oiga’s family was opposed to the project. Her husband 
heheved that she should spend her time doing housework and practicing her 
tar&?sGx~ as a health promoter instead of takingcareof lo@ chic~kens. When the 
chickens were brought to the house, however, all members of the family began 
to pa&cspaF~ in the project with pleasure. 

Dotia Olga was emhusiastic about c.ontinuing with chicken-raising projects 
and knew some neighbours who also wanted to begm projects with FUNDAEC. 
A ~rce~ta~e of her profits went into the association and a separate amount of 
money had to gcr to the community well-being iu& As .I health promoter for 12 
years, she understood well the problems end the needs of the people of the 
region buf said that FUNDAEC should better inform people about the signifi- 
cmce of their contribution. 
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The student was satisfied with his partnership with doria Olga and counted 
among his gains: 

l Increased technical knowledge about the management of chicken-raising 
operations; 

* Experience in working in a partnership with another person; and 

l The opportunity to become a positive force in the community. 

The project, after initial credit and interest were paid back, netted: a bag of 
feed concentrate (600 pesos); four chickens for each partner (720 pesos); three 
chickens consumed at the day of plucking (270 pesos); income taken by doria 
Olga (168 pesos); income taken by Eliciber (150 pesos). 

From this total of 1908 pesos, one-third (572 pesos) went to the capitalization 
and community well-being funds and the rest was divided between the two 
partners. Based on this evaluation, the student had two recommendations “to 
ensure that the villagers are not discouraged in the future”: 

l That FUNDAEC or one of the other associations buy the leftover nutrients 
before ending the project so that the participants ca I divide the utilities in cash; 
and 

l That the technical assistance to families include administrative matters to 
prevent losses such as those incurred for plucking the chickens. 

The Village Store 

As the number of associations gradually increased, the group at FUNDAEC 
began to discover methods and procedures that helped the small units produce 
with more efficiency. A revolving fund was created with the help of the Inter- 
American Foundation, and, slowly, an internal bank was created to administer 
the funds and the accounts of the associations. The internal bank proved to be an 
excellent administrative mechanism and soon helped organize all the finances 
of FUNDAEC, lowering considerably its overhead costs. The restrictions that 
continued to trouble all the associations, however, were buying supplies for the 
projects, and marketing the products. 

Initially, the group at FUNDAEC acted as an intermediary, buying and selling 
for the associations. This, of course, proved to be unbearable. A series of 
conversations held among the students, professors, and the villagers pointed the 
way to the creation of a village store as an answer to the problems of the small 
units of production. The main objective of the store would be to provide small 
farmers with the necessary supplies for their projects, and, at the same time, 
serve as an intermediary for marketing their products. Moreover, the store was 
seen as a potential community centre providing credit, agronomic and veteri- 
nary services, nonformal education, and possibly transportation. 

The establishment of a village store and the understanding of its functions 
became, then, one of the central issues of the research-action-learning pack- 
age. A SOO-rn2 lot was donated by doria Aura Delia Lucumf, a member of one of 
the associations. In July 1979, building began, and by November, the La 
Arrobleda store was finished, with marketing activities moving from the rural 
university across the road to the new location. 
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The capital for the store mostly came from credit from the revolving fund, 
although the members also began to contribute through the purchase of shares. 
The organizational scheme that evolved is not that of a cooperative, although 
certain principles of cooperativism were adopted: each association of produc- 
tion contributed 1 s per cent of its profits to the village store to create a communi- 
ty well-being fund managed by the small hoard of directors elected each year. 
From the proiits of the store. also, 30 per cent was subtracted for capitalization 
and 25 per cent for community well-being. and the rest was divided among the 
shareholders. 

The experience with a village store in La Arrohleda and later stores in other 
villages h;s convinced the FUNDAEC members that a market is one of the 
essential structllres for organized production at the village level. In time, it can 
increasingly take on functions for community development. However, the 
regional infrastructure to support a network of many interacting village stores 
and community centres is far more complex than what FUNDAEC could offer 
with its meager resources. Poverty-even with the good intentions and activi- 
ties of villagers and technicians from outside - cannot generate wealth. Re- 
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sources from outside need to be invested if the systems are to function and 
progress. Nevertheless, efforts to understand marketing for small units of pro- 
duction were not wasted. The early graduates ofthe rural university consider this 
aspect of the research-action-learning package as one of their most valuable 
educational experiences and continue to try to organize mechanisms for the 
purchase of supplies and the marketing of products in the villages they now 
serve. 

The Microenterprise of Support 

The first village store and the strategies to solve marketing problems allowed 
everyone at FUNDAEC - students and professors alike - to focus on other 
important mechanisms, all related to the organization of production. Among 
these, microenterprises of support gradually emerged as fundamental; many of 
the later activities of the research-action-learning package were dedicated to 
their establishment. The impetus for the activities came from two directions. On 
the one hand, there was a push from the search for technical restrictions and 
solutions, the well-digging enterprise proving the usefulness of such an 
approach. On the other hand, there were theoretical considerations about the 
independence of the rural population. The group at FUNDAEC was not promot- 
ing isolation but wanted to help people avoid being used simply as producers of 
primary goods for an urban market. Somehow, the structure of production and 
the servicesexisting within a population of 100 000 had to he far morecomplex 
that either of these versions of rural life and agricultural production. 

At the time, microenterprises, especially in urban areas, had already attracted 
the attention of many agencies and programs. Almost all these programs empha- 
sized employment. Development personnel recognized that small investments 
in microenterprises, with the right touch of technical assistance, especiaily in 
management, created many more jobs than investments in high-technology 
complexes. Moreover, the owners of microenterprises proved to he low-risk 
candidates for credit. Development programs supporting microenterprises, 
then, were designing ingenious methods to make more and more credit avail- 
able to small businesses and were developing their own capacity to offer 
technical assistance, at a low cost, accessible to the class of entrepreneurs they 
wished to strengthen. 

Although the philosophy at FUNDAEC was closer to this mode of operation 
than to earlier approaches to development, the professors had difficulty accept- 
ing theories of development that centred on only three basic ideas-employ- 
ment, income, and the production of goods. Moreover, they realized that the 
profound differences between urban and rural life would affect the strategy. For 
example, establishing an enterprise to produce parts for a shoe factory in Cali 
was not in keeping with their ideas of development, although it created employ- 
ment for those involved. To the FUNDAEC group, this type of microenterprise 
was another version of the expansion of industry to newer horizons always in 
search of cheaper labour. 

For a few months, analyzing such issues was the main activity of the “Small’ 
units of production” package. The group finally decided that the small resources 
of FUNDAEC would he devoted only to enterprises that somehow supported 
self-development of the local people - that is, served the well-being of the 
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population. The role that FUNDAEC took on is clear from some examples of 
microenterprises it supported. 

Sofonias Banguero, a 42-year-old resident of El Crucero, is the owner of the 
enterprise for the excavation of wells. Sofonias had some previous experience, 
dedicating part of his time to agriculture and part to digging wells in a few 
neighbouring villages. However, he faced many problems; on the one hand, he 
lacked the necessary equipment, and on the other, his rudimentary technology 
did not allow him to dig deeper than 4-5 m. 

For 5 months, Sofonfas worked with one of the engineers from FUNDAEC, 
Mauricio Loper, analyzingand tryingoutpossihlemethodsforexcavation. Then 
they gathered the equipment, much of which had been built at the FUNDAEC 
shop, arranged a 500-mL lot, and opened their enterprise “Pozos Extrarrapidos.” 
Sofonfas pro\-ed to he highly capable, alert, hard working, and extremely 
trustworthy. He used the revolving fund of 100 000 pesos efficiently to construct 
wells for the villagers during the first 2 years of his enterprise. Later, the 
government-supported aqueduct in Caloto raised local expectations that water 
would soon be readily available. He built occasional wells and diverted most of 
his resources to building 4- and 6-inch (ca lo- and 15-cm) cement pipes for 
projects throughout the region. 

Florentine Paz and Misael Caicedo, residents of Palestina, had spent many 
years making mouids for baking pastry. They bought the materials in Cali and 
sold their products in Cali, Popayan, and Santander. Although they worked in the 
same house, each conducted his own business, buying material from different 
suppliers and selling to his own particular clients. Moreover, Misael owed 
money to Florentine who had been his teacher and had taught him the simple 
technology they both now used. 

FUNDAEC chose to support this microenterprise partly because of the pos- 
sibility of producing feeders for chicken-raising projects. The two men formed 
an association and received a credit of 80 000 pesos from the revolving fund. 
The FUNDAEC shop was available to them to improve the technology, a goal 
achieved easily. The enterprise increased production rapidly, and success 
seemed certain. The student of rural engineering in charge of the technical 
assistance decided to decrease the frequency of his visits. Soon after, the 
entrepreneurs decided that 80 000 pesos of inventory was too high and they 
could invest 60 000 in two pieces of land for their future houses. Later, dif- 
ferences arose between the partners, the enterprise entered a period of crisis, 
and was even unable to pay the quotas of the original loan. Finally, Florentine 
bought Misael’s share and began to work alone. The group at FUNDAEC 
decided to continue supporting him until the new enterprise was once again on 
its feet, a task that was accomplished within a year. 

lairo Balanta, a 22-year-old man, was a student at FUNDAEC’s promoter level 
and was having difficulty securing a job when he learned about an appren- 
ticeship at the mechanical shop in FUNDAEC. There he participated in a project 
to develop simple and inexpensive methods for making chicken wire for fences. 
To support the chicken-raising projects, Jairo asked for support in setting up an 
enterprise for chicken wire. The market for the product, however, proved to be 
lower than estimated so that it occupies only part of jairo’s iime. He also works 
on his family’s farm, participates in the affairs of the community store at his 
village, and studies at FUNDAEC. 
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The Graduates’ Association 

The research-action-learning package “Small units of production” and 
especially its microenterprises of support, probably had the greatest inilucnce of 
all the educational activities on the future of the rural engineers. From the 
beginning, the professors sought individuals who would maintain indepen- 
dence from the bureaucratic programs of development, would work directly as 
members of rural communities, and would represent the authentic wishes and 
aspirations of a rural people. The educational system, with its well-defined 
purpose, had little difficulty strengthening such a desire in the student; the basic 
problem was finding sources of income for the work of the future engineers. At 
first, the small associations of production seemed to give reasonable answers to 
this basic challenge of creating an entirely new profession within the rural 
region. After about 2 years, however, the FUNDAEC group knew that such a 
scheme could never offer an engineer a comfortable income; one would need 
20 per cent shares in more than 100 units of two pigs each to have an income 
equivalent to that of a rural teacher with a comparable university education. 

The animal feed mill is an enterprise that was developed to support an earlier enterprise, swine 
production. 
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In contrast, the microenterprises of support offered excellent possibilities for 
future work. In 1981, three engineers began to administer the piggery gradually 
developed at the rural university for experimentation with animal diets. Man- 
aged as a microenterprise, the piggery efficiently strengthened swine production 
in the region and, at the same time, generated income for the engineers. This 
experience proved particularly satisfying, and now that credit has been obtained 
for the establishment of a plant to produce feed concentrate, there is real hope 
for the future. 

A major task, however, is to develop an organizational scheme for such 
enterprises and arrange for the funding, without changing the direction of the 
activities of FUNDAEC and its graduates for the well-being of the population. 
The scheme considered most workable is a nonprofit association of workers 
devoted to rural well-being. With capital of about US$200 000, the association 
could become an invester-partner in enterprises such as the plant for feed 
concentrate. The profits of the association, which is directed by an elected 
board, are invested in village development projects that include salaries for the 
work by associaiion members. The scheme is similar to the one used within 
FUNDAEC after 1981 in dealings with the rural engineers. The engineers see 
their association as finally providing them with an answer to the question they 
have been asked repeatedly: “How are you ever going to earn a living after you 
graduate?” 
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ORGANIZING COMMUNITY ACTION 

Community organization, the third component of the strategy of the rural 
university, is somewhat difficult to describe as it includes many aspects from the 
other components of FUNDAEC’s strategy - the development of human re- 
sources and the application of science and technology. For most people, com- 
munity organization is invariably related to group action, and, in countries like 
Colombia, where cooperatives are popular (but not necessarily successful), it 
usually implies cooperativism. The early discussions of community structure in 
FUNDAEC also centred on these concepts but, within a few years, the group had 
broadened its version and was defining this third component of strategy as the 
organization of the interrelated set of development processes that the rural 
university was to set in motion, and the creation or strengthening of the corre- 
sponding institutions. 

During the first years, the members of the rural university tended to limit the 
activities within this component to the examination of existing processes and the 
testing of simple schemes of cooperation. Almost exclusively, these activities 
were carried out by students of engineering in the block of community service as 
research-action-learning packages, especially within production in small 
units, the possible structures of associations for production, marketing systems 
through community stores, and small industries as technological support for 
production. Only now, as theengineersestablish programs in thevillagesand set 
in motion many of the most important processes of development, can an 
accurate account of community structure, as envisioned in the rural university, 
be presented. A look at theschemeofactivitiesoftherural engineersduringtheir 
first 2 years of supervised work and residence in their villages provides the 
background. 

Zonal Projects 

As the first class of students completed their 6 years’ training in mid-1981, they 
would begin a crucial test oi the validity of the strategies of the rural university. To 
prepare for this new stage, toward the end of 1980, the future engineers divided 
the region into seven zones and agreed on who would take responsibility for 
work in each. A zone consisted of 3-10 villages, each with about 100 families; 
the students in groups of two or four would be serving areas in which about 
2000-6000 people lived. How FUNDAEC could play a catalytic role in support 
of these graduates was a focus of work at the end of 1981. 

The scheme that finally evolved was based on a series of consecutive projects 
that the rural engineers prepared on behalf of their villages for 6-12 months. The 
professors worked with the students to prepare the first set of projects, a final 
stage in the education of the engineers. The second set of projects covering the 
last part of 1981 and the beginningof 1982 wasdesigned mostly by theengineers 
with some assistance from their professors and many inhabitants of the villages. 
A third set of projects beginning in June of 1982 was far more elaborate and 



tended to include the aspirations of many families who were involved in 
different projects with the engineers. The professors hoped that the projects for 
each zone would gradually include more and more of the aspirations of the 
inhabitants of the vi!lages, in accord with the principle that participation is not 
merely a technique but an utnfolding process, in itself the motive and the 
outcome ofcontinuous learning, which utilizes knowledge and experience from 
within the community and from without and is maintained by constant develop- 
ment of community structure and organization. 

The majority of the projects describe activities from three points of view, direct 
work with specific families, the expansion and organization of interrelated 
development processes, and the generation of knowledge for the formul,:tion of 
impro\;ed strategies (see appendix). The first series of activities seeks to continue 
building the pyramid of kvorkers for rural well-being, which began 6 years earlier 
with the training of the engineers. The aim is to endow the region with pro- 
moters, technicians, and engineers, with special emphasis on the promoter. A 
sustainable flow of students - 30-40 promoters/year - is the goal. Promoters 
constitute a corps of workers with a basic education for village life, and the 
engineers are contemplating additional short training courses in specific tech- 
nical fields in order to increase their opportunities to earn a living. 

The training at the village level is loosely organized and does not require the 
development of new structures. The corresponding regional structure is the rural 
university itself, which monitors the process, offers special seminars to students 
m,ith high numbers of points, and finally has the responsibility of choosing from 
among the promoters those who will continue to become technicians and 
engineers. 

No funds have yet been secured for the initial stage of action-research that 
would lead to a clear strategy for the organization of the education of children. 
The actions of the rural engineers in their zones are largely informal. Once they 
have a clear mandate, they will work toward creating new structures, such as a 
centre for preschool children and clubs for adolescents. They will also attempt 
to reshape or strengthen relationships of parents with formal and nonformal 
education. This field in Colombia has some positive experience to its credit 
already, and all of the participants of the rural university are attempting to build 
on these, linking the promoter curriculum into an innovative primary schoo! 
program, “Escuela Nueva.” 

The relative success of the search for alternative systems of production in small 
farms has led the engineers to view the search for and propagation of such 
alternatives as a high priority. The projects by engineers for the first semester of 
1981 included one or two experiments with subsystems, in which farmers 
participated to make technological adjustments. Subsequent projects have 
increased the number of participating farmers as well as the area under intensive 
production characterized by subsystems. 

The structures needed for engineers to continue the research have already 
been put in place, but basic social structures, particularly land tenure, are so 
inadequate that the villagers throughout the region have little latitude for 
improvement. Such social restrictions, away beyond the sphere of action of the 
rural university, make the task of catalyzing development slow and difficult. A 
similar inadequacy in the infrastructure for drainage and irrigation at the 
regional level renders local solutions in each farm costly, beyond the means of 
the small farmers. 
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Early in 1982, the rural university had completed its ;-year plan to develop 
students’ capacity to search for solutions to technical problems. Much of the 
work for detecting needs and propagating technical means to meet them is 
carried out within :he overall strategy, but direct activities, such as the dis- 
semination of technical bulletins, form an integral part of the projects. 

The flow of information, both vertically and horizontally, has been a concern 
of all engineers. A few projects have already adopted goals of establishing an 
information post as an element of the structure of a village to be connected to the 
documentation centre at the rural university. These information posts have 
promised in future to serve as centres for community education. The appropriate 
use of modern communication methods and equipment in these centres is now a 
subject of careful study at the rural university. 

The experiences in the research-action-learning packages have led thc~ engi- 
neers to include the creation and the strengthening of small units of production 
as another process in their overali strategy of development. Specifically address- 
ing the needs of villagers without sufficient land for farming, the small units are 
concerned with the production of simple commodities such as chickens, honey, 
swine, etc., and do not constitute full-time occupation. They are, in general, 
established as associations between families and rural engineers in which the 
family contributes with space and labour, and the engineer offers technical 
assistance and access to credit from different sources backed up by a FUNDAEC 
guarantee fund. The association in general complements the income of the 
family up to 10 per cent. The FUNDAEC group considers the small associations 
- with or without direct participation from the engineers - to be a pillar of 
community structure itself. The projects so far have established a goal of 200 
such units by the middle of 1983. 

A sixth process present in many of the projects is the creation and the 
strengthening of microenterprises largely dedicated to technological support of 
agricultural and animal production. The number of these enterprises is not large, 
and their creation is subject to the progress of other goals within each zone and 
the successful adaptation of technological solutions to the conditions of the 
region. The share of the rural engineers in these enterprises is, in general, larger 
than in other productive units and, in fact, much of their hope for financial self- 
sufficiency lies in their participation. Some 10 such enterprises, including a 
small plant for processing chicken, a shop for the production of chicken wire, 
and a tree nursery are already beginningto function, and others will gradually be 
established as technological restrictions within other processes al-e examined 
and adequate solutions are found. 

Throughout their education in the research-action-learning packages, the 
students of engineering worked diligently for the creation of a community store 
in thevillageof La Arrobledaandexamined carefully its possiblefunctions. They 
are now applying their experiences to create similar stores in each village as a 
first step toward the organization of the marketing system. The small units of 
production, farm systems, support enterprises, and, in general, the families 
participating in the programs of the rural university jointly contribute to the 
community store, which is governed by an elected board. The community store 
has been a remarkable achievement in group action within a population that has 
had bitter experiences with associative forms of organization. It is hoped that it 
will lay the educational groundwork for higher degrees of organization. 
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The activities bv no means exhaust thr !&I oi interacting processes that, like 
threads, weave together and constitult’ 5texiy progress. New directions are, 
howewr. well bcyontl the in:;titutional c~apacity of the rural university. Isolated 
actions aimed at the strengthening of government services, especially in health 
antI educ~ation, are present in some oi the projects of the students. Cultural 
enrichment is considered an important component of the overall mission oi the 
rural engineers and should be an integral part of their lives in the villages. The 
Iprograms and projects en<-ourage a high degree of participation by all individu- 
als and iamilies, but even a casual observer cannot help but notice the lack oi 
iormal group participation in decision-making. All who have been a part of the 
rural university have been cautious, seeking a slowly developing structure bawd 
on concrete educational and procluctive actions. Whether they are correct is still 
uncertain. That they have managed to grow irom an insignificant project to an 
important instiiution in the region, under adverse conditions, may speak for the 
wisdorr of their c~au!iousness. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

By mid-1982, FUNDAEC was well immersed in the activities of the 3 years it 
had designated for autoevaluation and transition. In about a decade, it had 
grown from a small educational program into a well-established and stable 
institution. It had generated knowledge and formulated strategies, at least some 
of which had proven valid. Not one of its 22 graduated engineers had left for the 
cities, nor was there anyone who could be described as a frustrated, bitter, 
overeducated villager. The response of the population of the region to the 
concepts and the plans of the rural universiiy continued to be positive, and each 
village where programs were established was gradually increasing its participa- 
:ion. 

The originators of FUNDAEC had initiated their work not with elaborate 
theqres of development or long lists of objectives and goals, but with a set of 
deeply rooted ideals and convictions. Among these were the firm belief in the 
potential of rural youth and the hope that human resources for brirrging about 
change would be found among the peasants themselves. The institution that 
embodied these ideals was the rural university where modern science and 
human tradition could meet with dignity and interact harmoniously. 

The rural university, more than a place, was a social space in which the 
learning process of a rural people about their own development could be 
systematically pursued. Gradually, this learning, which the originators of 
FUNDAEC believed to constitute the core of development became their sole 
concern, and around it they formulated the concepts of the rural university as a 
catalyst to the development of the region. The basic strategy that emerged, as the 
professors and students of the rural university worked in the villages of Norte del 
Cauca, implied continuous study of the processes of community life, such as 
production in small farms; production (usually ofanimals) in small units by those 
who do not possess land for farming; technological support to production 
through activities such as processing of agricultural products, construction, or 
the repair of tools; marketing and the flow of money and goods; development of 
human resources; socialization and child education; decision-making; and flow 
of information. For each one of these processes, a corresponding “learning 
process” was set in motion in an increasing number of villages to look for 
alternatives and to influence the direction of development. The underlying 
assumption has been that these “learning processes” can generate social forces 
within the rural population to counteract the present forces of disintegration. 

The future plans at FUNDAEC are for the consolidation of work in Norte del 
Cauca and expansion to other peasant populations. Training for promoters of 
rural well-being through the tutorial system (SAT) is expanding rapidly in a few 
neighbouring regions. Some 90 units of coursework, constituting the entire rural 
high-school curriculum, are being finalized, making the transfer to the official 
rural system in many parts of the country a real possibility. Increasingly, grass- 



roots organizations are approaching FUNDAEC with special interest in SAT and 
some of the results of the process of the search for small-scale production 
systems. The association of workers in rural well-being is slowly consolidating 
and taking on development projects. At an international level, FUNDAEC is 
collaboratmg with similar institutions to share experiences and improve its 
methods and its content. Everything seems to indicate that the future is promising 
for the institution. 

FUNDAEC has known great success, and its members have gained valuable 
experience; whether the learning can generate enough force to counteract 
current forces of social disintegration is another question. Strangely, from among 
the individuals and institutions who have heloed FUNDAEC, its originators are 
probably the most critical and the least optimistic in this respect. The hundreds 
of millions of rural inhabitants of the world are oppressed by a world system 
consisting of two strong contending powers and their many subsidiaries and 
variations. By simple inertia or by design, the fruits of labour from these millions 
are collected to finance the maintenance of the world system and its favourite 
occupation, the production of weapons. For the inhabitants of None del Cauca, 
a simple transfer of a sum of money from one bank to another or a political 
alliance at a moment of convenience generates irresistible forces that determine 
the prices of their products, how much land they can possess, what technology 
they can use, and which propaganda will be used to mobilize them. The people 
of Norte del Cauca, on the other hand, have proved with FUNDAEC that, once 
offered viable alternatives, they are willing to participate in change. Yet, their 
participation is only half of the challenge of development; the so-called 
developed world, including the modern sector of Third-World countries, also 
has to cnange. In the final analysis, a prosperous village in None del Cauca can 
only exist as an organic part of an entirely new world order. 
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